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Abstract
Service oriented computing (SOC) represents a new generation of web architecture. 
Central to SOC is the notion of services, which are self-contained, self-describing, 
modular applications tha t can be published, located, and invoked across the Internet. 
The services represent capability, which can be anything from simple operations to 
complicated business processes. This new architecture offers great potential for e- 
commerce applications, where software agents can automatically find  and select the 
services tha t best serve a consumer’s interests. Many techniques have been proposed 
for discovery and selection of services, most of which have been constructed without 
a formal Quality of Service (QoS) model or much regard to understanding the needs 
of consumers. This thesis aims to provide QoS support for the entire SOC life cycle, 
namely: (i) extend current approaches to service discovery that allow service providers 
to advertise their services in a format that supports quality specifications, and allows 
service consumers to request services by stating required quality levels, (ii) support 
matchmaking between advertised and requested services based on functional as well 
as quality requirements, (iii) perform QoS assessment to support consumers in service 
selection. Many techniques exists for performing QoS assessment, most of which are 
based on collecting quality ratings from the users of a service. This thesis argues that 
collecting quality ratings alone from the users is not sufficient for deriving a reliable 
and accurate quality measure for a service. This is because different users often have 
different expectations and judgements on the quality of a service and their ratings 
tend to be closely related to these expectations, i.e., how their expectations are met. 
The thesis proposes a new model for QoS assessment, based on user expectations that 
collects expectations as well as ratings from the users of a service, then calculates the 
QoS using only the ratings which were judged on similar expectations.
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Introduction
The development and use of technology can always change how people interact 
with each other and consume services available to them. The wide-spread use of World 
Wide Web has led to one of the biggest changes in how people select and use services. 
For example, getting the latest music or movies, making phone calls to friends, and 
getting the latest world news today are much different from 20 years ago. To exploit 
this potentially huge market, businesses will need to make some fundamental changes 
in the way services are advertised and made available to consumers.
There is a growing interest in Service oriented computing (SOC) in recent years 
[35, 106, 150, 159]. Central to SOC is the notion of a service which can broadly be 
considered as a software component tha t represents some computational or business 
capability. By allowing services to be advertised declaratively, discovered dynamically 
and invoked remotely, SOC makes it possible for users to locate, select and execute 
services without having to know how and where they are implemented. This new 
computing paradigm offers great potential for e-commerce applications [74, 82, 135].
1
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For example, vendors may wish to identify suitable partners from time to time to 
form a virtual organisation [133, 148], so that they together can compete better in the 
market, and consumers would always want to select the services that best serve their 
interests. All such “matchmaking” tasks can potentially be performed by software 
agents in an SOC environment automatically.
In order to achieve the full potential tha t SOC can bring to the next generation 
of e-commerce, some challenges must be addressed.
1. Service Discovery: Existing techniques and standards [97, 9] are designed to pro­
vide a framework for describing services in terms of what they can do and how 
they may be invoked. The searching for required services is conducted based on 
such specifications. This is inadequate because it does not include support for 
the non-functional aspects of a service, for example, Quality of Service (QoS). 
Non-functional aspects of a service are im portant when considering service dis­
covery, because, just like in any other marketplace, it is possible to have several 
service providers in an SOC environment, who offer broadly similar services. 
This means QoS is often an important criteria by which service providers can 
distinguish themselves from other providers, and service consumers can select 
the most appropriate service. It is essential, therefore, that services can be se­
lected based not only on the required functionality, but also QoS requirements.
To incorporate QoS into service discovery, it is essential that existing techniques 
are extended to allow service providers to describe QoS for their services. This 
will then allow service consumers to locate a service tha t may offer the level 
of quality they require, and service providers to distinguish themselves in the
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market. Since in the real world, consumers are driven rationally to strike a best 
possible deal, service discovery with such a QoS augment will mirror the real 
world and function better.
2. Service Selection: Since service providers will be competing for consumers by 
offering similar services and advertising similar QoS levels, which service to 
select becomes an important issue. Since a provider may not always provide 
what they promise in an advertisement, a consumer must individually assess a 
service based on not just what is advertised by the service provider but also on 
its past performance.
In this thesis, we address these two important research challenges which are associated 
with using SOC in an e-commerce environment. We extend existing service discovery 
models by including support for QoS specifications. This is achieved by allowing 
service providers to describe services with QoS specifications which consumers use to 
discover services with their QoS requirements. We also augment service selection by 
allowing QoS assessment to be performed on a service. The aim of this assessment is 
to rank services in terms of their QoS, wrhich will then assist the consumer in making 
an appropriate service selection decision.
1.1 Research Aims
The preceding discussion illustrates tha t SOC provide an appropriate infrastruc­
ture for performing automated service discovery and selection for consumers in service- 
based environments, like e-commerce. It should also be apparent tha t such environ­
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ments may potentially include service providers delivering different levels of quality. 
As such, issues of QoS naturally arise from these, and consumers need to be aware of 
them so th a t they can make effective decisions on which providor(s) to use. It is this 
need tha t forms the motivation of this thesis and the basis of our work. In particular, 
we aim to develop QoS augmented discovery and assessment models, or mechanisms, 
that can be used to aid decision making by consumers in a service oriented envi­
ronment. In doing so, we can allow consumers to select services in a service-based 
environment effectively, by identifying which services are most reliable, and which are 
best avoided based on their past performances. This aim raises four goals:
•  The study of existing QoS approaches in various application domains.
•  The application of QoS approaches to service discovery and selection in an SOC 
environment.
•  The investigation and design of QoS annotated service capability description 
and analysis of such QoS assertions for service discovery.
•  The investigation of factors that should be accounted for, when designing QoS- 
based service assessment mechanism in an SOC environment.
The first general purpose of this thesis consists of background research into existing 
QoS approaches in different domains, which will provide us with a general view of 
quality. To address the second goal, we need to identify and analyse the benefits and 
use of the QoS approaches in order to evaluate their applicability to service discovery 
and selection in an SOC environment. To address the third goal, we need to consider 
how QoS annotation in service description is used in finding providers willing to
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provide a particular service. Finally, to address the fourth goal, it is essential to 
consider the information that is available to service assessment mechanism involving 
QoS. This very much depends on the situation, but examples include using consumer 
expectations and observations of past service behaviour. This directs us to the main 
research objectives as follows:
•  To design a QoS augmented model tha t incorporates: (1) a service discovery 
mechanism, and (2) service assessment in an SOC environment.
• Modelling a structured representation of QoS for advertising and discovery of 
services in an SOC environment.
•  To design a matchmaking mechanism to allow consumers discover appropriate 
service advertisements.
•  Investigate methods to collect and analyse the QoS information to be used in 
the service assessment for selection purpose.
•  Perform evaluations to assess the reliability of service assessment mechanisms 
for selecting potential service providers.
Together, these objectives constitute a set of requirements that a QoS augmented 
model must achieve, if it is to facilitate effective service selection decisions. As should 
become clear from Chapter 2, each of these requirements is fulfilled, at least in part, by 
mechanisms described in the existing literature. However, these existing approaches 
all suffer from certain limitations, which are outlined in Section 1.2 and addressed in 
this thesis. Specifically, we make a number of contributions to the state of the art, 
which are outlined in Section 1.3.
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1.2 Research Problems and Approach
Various methods for modelling, calculating and monitoring QoS have been pro­
posed in the literature [12, 36, 103, 139], especially for web services and multi-agent 
systems [187, 208, 215]. However, all these approaches suffer from limitations in their 
definitions of quality.
1. Service Discovery: Existing work on QoS augmented service discovery is largely 
associated with network quality parameters, such as bandwidth and jitter, or 
are limited to a particular domain of interest [12, 36]. In e-commerce, however, 
QoS involves much more than just network attributes. While these parameters 
vary from application to application and can change as new domain require­
ments are introduced, they are still limited. To overcome the current limited 
QoS representation and allow more dynamic service discovery, an approach that 
can provide an extensible QoS description is needed, which will allow new QoS 
requirements to be used as and when they become required and their represen­
tation is determined.
In this thesis, we propose to extend existing standard service description schemas 
to incorporate QoS information. Some QoS attributes, for example, availabil­
ity. response time and reliability, are general enough to apply to all application 
domains, whereas other attributes, such as frame-rate and update frequency, 
are domain specific. Thus our aim is to create a QoS schema designed to allow 
representation of domain independent QoS attributes as well as those that are 
domain specific.
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2. Service Selection: Current approaches to supporting service selection have been 
largely designed to establish trust and reputation and use them in the selection 
process [127, 84, 208]. They collect quality ratings from the users of a service 
and then aggregate them in some way to derive a quality verdict for the service. 
However this approach suffers from two fundamental weaknesses: (1) consumers 
are invited to rate a service in ‘‘absolute” terms, e.g., “Good” , “Average” , 
“Bad” , or “3 out of 5” . Such quality ratings may not be very meaningful 
or can even be misleading in some cases, because the context within which 
the ratings are derived is not known, e.g., the reasons for a consumer to rate 
a service “Good” . (2) the aggregate quality rating for a service is derived 
“statically” using all the ratings collected from the users. This does not take 
into account the fact that some of the ratings may not be relevant to a particular 
quality assessment request. For example, if a consumer expected a service to be 
exceptionally good and only found it to be average, such a quality rating may 
not be useful to a QoS assessment for a consumer with an average expectation 
for the service.
In this thesis, we propose to address these two problems by introducing a new 
model that collects and calculates QoS “relatively” . That is, we attem pt to 
collect from service users QoS ratings as well as their expectations on QoS, so 
tha t we can measure QoS in relative terms, i.e., how well a delivered service 
meets users’ expectations. Based on user expectations, we also propose to 
calculate the quality of a service dynamically at the time a request for QoS 
assessment is made, and use only the ratings of assessors that have similar
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expectations as this should give a more focussed measurement.
1.3 Research Contributions
The main focus of this thesis is to develop support for enhanced service discovery 
and selection by allowing QoS attributes of a service to be specified, searched and 
evaluated. This is achieved by (a) searching for services that claim to offer the required 
QoS, and (b) assessing how well each service can actually provide the promised QoS 
based on user expectations. The thesis makes the following main contributions.
•  A generic framework for supporting QoS augmented service discovery and se­
lection in an SOC environment.
•  A new service discovery approach that introduces a QoS schema to allow service 
providers and service consumers to describe QoS offers and requirements, respec­
tively. The QoS schema introduced is extendable to allow a new QoS vocabulary 
to be described. The proposed discovery approach provides a matchmaking al­
gorithm to allow service consumers to find the most appropriate services based 
on QoS offerings.
•  A service selection approach tha t provides QoS assessment rankings on ser­
vices. The proposed selection approach captures QoS ratings as well as con­
sumer expectations for services. This allows us to measure how well a delivered 
service meets a consumer’s expectations. Our experiments show that the pro­
posed approach enables a personalized QoS assessment and can result in a more 
meaningful selection of service which is closer to a consumer’s expectations.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 reviews the current state of the art in service discovery and selection. 
We describe some of the most influential approaches to service discovery that are com­
peting to become future standards for SOC. We discuss different service description 
efforts tha t have attem pted to incorporate QoS in service discovery. We then discuss 
service selection and assess related approaches tha t are most relevant to performing 
QoS assessment.
C hapter 3 describes the design of a general framework for supporting QoS en­
hanced service discovery and selection in an SOC environment. The proposed frame­
work is illustrated using a Virtual Organization (VO) formation scenario and a mul­
timedia use case. This chapter also presents the high level interactions between the 
architectural components for discovering services, and collecting and assessing QoS.
C hapter 4 extends the current approaches to service discovery by allowing service 
providers and consumers to express their promises and requirements for QoS. We 
propose a model for incorporating QoS specifications and requirements in service 
discovery, and describe how matchmaking between advertised and requested services 
based on functional as well as QoS requirements can be achieved.
C hapter 5 argues that collecting quality ratings alone from the users is not suffi­
cient for deriving a reliable or accurate quality measure for a service. This is because 
different users often have different expectations for QoS and their ratings tend to be 
closely related to their expectations, i.e., how their expectations are met. We propose
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a QoS assessment model based on user expectations. That is, we collect expectations 
as well as ratings from the users of a service, then calculate QoS using only the ratings 
made by users with similar expectations.
Chapter 6 describes a simulated test environment that allows various properties 
and methods used by QoS assessment techniques to be studied. Also included is a 
comparison of the proposed approach and the common QoS assessment technique 
that averages all ratings. Our experiments show that the method we propose can 
result in more meaningful and reliable quality ratings for services.
C hapter 7 concludes the thesis by providing a summary of contributions made by 
the research presented in the thesis. Also we discuss some future work in this chapter.
Chapter 2
R elated  Work
This thesis aims to address issues arising in service discovery and selection when 
QoS augmentation is being used. There is a detailed discussion of these issues and 
the related research. First, we provide a general overview of some of the fundamental 
research involved in developing technologies for service discovery and review some 
of the m ajor developing technologies that support QoS specification. The analysis 
of relevance and weakness of these major technologies is also presented. Secondly, a 
review of literature is provided in different application areas where QoS assessment 
is used as part of service selection. Different systems applicable to service selection 
are evaluated, with the aim to understanding the characteristics of their operational 
models.
11
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2.1 Service Discovery
Booth el al. [24] define service discovery as the act of locating a machine-process able 
description of a Web service-related resource that may have been previously unknown 
and that meets certain functional criteria. It involves matching a set of functional 
and other criteria with a set of resource descriptions. We adopt this definition of 
service discovery for rest of the thesis.
Service discovery in current applications [63, 158] is still largely a process involv­
ing the use of search engines [90, 112] and performing text matching [219] based on 
keywords to locate required services. This process results in the problem of poor 
precision (a large number of irrelevant services are retrieved) and bad recall (a large 
number of relevant services are not retrieved) [203, 13]. This is due to the fact that 
HTML does not provide adequate support for specifying a service’s exact capabilities. 
Nevertheless, in the past decade, research into automated service discovery mecha­
nisms [78, 186. 132, 10] has gained a momentum and allows capability based service 
description (advertisements), representation of service requests, and matching service 
requests with service descriptions.
The work presented in [58] was one of the first research efforts that introduced 
the concept of capability description and used facilitator agents to select the best 
possible service based on matching the service request and the described capabilities 
of the service provider. A series of work after tha t were performed in the area of 
matchmaking and service discovery, both in the agent community [190, 217, 152, 
94] and more recently in SOC [108, 71]. These approaches provide a platform for 
service providers to advertise their services and service consumers to discover and
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invoke the services. However, such service discovery approaches do not consider QoS 
requirements, which are im portant for finding services that actually provide required 
QoS levels [98]. In an e-commerce environment where a large number of competing 
services axe available, it is imperative for a service provider to differentiate its services 
from others based on the QoS guarantees it can provide.
So far, little research has been done to integrate QoS into service discovery 
[38, 151, 205]. Progress on supporting dynamic service discovery in SOC is largely 
represented by the development of UDDI [3], which is currently a de facto standard 
for service advertisement and discovery. UDDI does not offer any support for QoS 
specification and relies largely on keyword matching for service discovery. Recently, 
some extensions have been made to UDDI to allow inclusion of QoS in service spec­
ifications [38], but they support only a very limited set of specific attributes, for 
example, network response time. One of the disadvantages of these earlier attem pts 
to use QoS augemented service discovery [166], is that they were unable to define QoS 
classes over a wide range of QoS attributes to provide richer semantics for describing 
services to be specified and more sophisticated matchmaking between advertisements 
and service requests to be performed.
Various service description languages, such as WSDL [4], DAML-S [9], OWL-S [2] 
and ebXML [1] have been proposed and are competing to become future standards 
for describing services. The Web services registered in UDDI are described in WSDL 
[192], and together they provide a framework for service description and discovery. 
This mechanism only supports description of basic information about services, such 
as service name and methods to invoke the services. Integrating semantic description
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of services into UDDI may enhance the discovery process by allowing to describe and 
use functional and non-functional aspects of services. DAML-S, and its newer version 
OWL-S, were developed by the semantic web community for describing services at a 
generic level. They support the use of a service ontology for service description and 
allow some form of reasoning in service discovery [50, 51]. Although these languages 
are quite powerful in describing the functional aspects of services, they offer little 
support [166, 218] for specifying QoS for service discovery within a SOC environment. 
More recently, attem pts [21, 218] have also been made to incorporate support for 
QoS specification using DAML-S. However, the proposed approaches to modeling 
QoS tend to be based on a few domain specific attributes and are not extensible to 
cater for other domains and new attributes. The exception is the work reported by 
Liu [113], which attempted to create a QoS model that is extensible. Liu proposed 
a QoS computation model for Web service discovery by implementing a QoS registry 
and demonstrated this model using a hypothetical phone service application. This 
approach has the following characteristics. First, new QoS attributes can be added 
to a service description without affecting the underlying QoS discovery algorithm. 
Second, user preferences are used to create a list of discovered services ordered by 
QoS rankings. Third, it allows a fair QoS data collection mechanism that includes 
QoS score from not just the service providers but also from monitoring services and 
users’ feedback. This work concentrated on the penalty and compensation aspects of 
QoS management, and lacks support for representing consumers’ QoS requirements. 
As such, it is not useful for our service discovery purpose.
Some approaches to QoS enhanced service discovery have also put their efforts
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into identifying important QoS attributes [124, 29, 195]. For example, Mecella et al. 
[124] have designed a broker which can select the best available data from a number 
of different service providers, based on a specified set of data quality dimensions, e.g., 
accuracy, completeness, currency and consistency. Work presented by Burgess et al. 
[29] has presented a QoS taxonomy that defines an extensive set of QoS classes and 
attributes tha t can be easily customized for most information retrieval systems. These 
studies, however, aim to identify and establish suitable quality metrics for services in 
specific application areas, so that the quality of these services can be meaningfully 
gauged. However, they do not aim to define how QoS requirements and capabilities 
can be represented and service discovery supported in an SOC environment.
Integrating QoS with service description has also been considered in work on deriv­
ing service level agreements (SLA) [100, 185, 171, 57, 69] for Web services. SLAs are 
often custom-made and negotiated between service requesters and service providers. 
The aim of such approaches is to incorporate QoS into service descriptions, so that 
certain service performance guarantees can be agreed between the provider and con­
sumer. It is assumed that a consumer has already discovered a service provider for 
the required service and the task is to establish a contract. Considering QoS during 
discovery would enable retrieval of services that meet the user’s QoS requirements 
and this can then help negotiation in SLA formation.
In the rest of this section we provide an overview of some of the approaches to 
QoS specification.
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2.1.1 W eb Service Level A greem ent (W SLA )
IBM developed Web Service-Level Agreement (WSLA) [114] which uses an XML 
Schema [25] to define the language constructs of the WSLA framework. WSLA 
provides the necessary framework for service providers and consumers to define a 
contract of agreed service usage between them. The WSLA framework provides this 
by allowing service providers to specify their offers, i.e., the service or resource they 
are willing to  provide, as service level objectives, action guarantees and metrics. The 
service level objectives state the service guarantee agreed by the provider, the action 
guarantees cover measures to be taken when a guarantee is not met and metrics 
specify how each service parameter is to be measured and how aggregated measures 
may be derived. Together these WSLA components provide functionality for a service 
provider to describe the agreed service provision and allow resource monitoring or 
accounting components to be traced if the agreed service level is not met. WSLA is 
a widely accepted and popular semantic framework for monitoring and management 
of SLAs once service providers are identified by a service consumer and contracts 
have drawn up [169, 134, 115, 44]. WSLA forms an important complimentary tool 
alongside any service discovery mechanism for enabling monitoring of services usage 
using SLAs and ensuring agreed service levels are delivered.
While WSLA solves the problem of service description, it lacks provision of (i) 
QoS semantics: WSLA aims to describe the functional details of service and ac­
knowledges tha t nonfunctional aspects such as QoS still need to be developed, and 
(ii) matchmaking facilities between service consumer and provider: WSLA also lacks 
a capability for service providers to advertise their QoS and for service consumers to
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request services by specifying QoS requirements.
2.1.2 U D D Ie
UDDIe [166] extends the existing standard established by the UDDI [43] work­
ing group. UDDIe supports QoS discovery in the context of Grid Computing and 
allows service consumers to choose service providers based on QoS attributes such as 
bandwidth, CPU, and memory requirements. The implemented framework follows a 
broker architecture where consumers can send their requests for services with QoS 
properties to the QoS broker and the broker interacts with the UDDIe registry to 
fulfill the request. The broker functionality is implemented as part of the G-QoSM 
framework [6]. The broker is not part of the UDDIe registry, but utilises it to record 
and query about services with specific QoS attributes. The UDDIe registry performs 
a string search to check functional requirements sent by the broker against the stored 
service descriptions and formulates a reply with the resultant services that meet the 
requirements. The broker selects services based on the service consumer’s QoS pref­
erence using a weighted average selection algorithm.
UDDIe supports service discovery within the context of Grid computing, but it 
suffers from numerous problems. First, it provides support for only one QoS param­
eter (i.e., bandwidth trading). It is essential to include domain independent QoS 
parameters, as well as any domain specific ones for discovery. Second, the design 
UDDIe is tied to a specific WSDL release. This makes maintenance difficult as all de­
velopment effort will need to be reiterated for future WSDL releases. Finally, it lacks 
support for semantic service description [9], i.e. UDDIe does not allow matchmaking
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other than exact equality to be performed during service discovery. This means the 
system can not enhance a basic user query to overcome problems due to spelling, 
synonymy and other common causes of error.
2.1.3 QM L
HPs QoS modeling language (QML) [56] offers three abstract classes for service 
and QoS specification: contract type, contracts, and service profiles. A contract type 
defines QoS attributes with range and type of values that can be attached to each 
QoS attribute, for example, 99 percent availability. A contract is an instance of a 
contract type and thus represents an instance of a particular QoS attribute (e.g., 
ABC news service availability). A service profile associates contracts with a service 
interface and operations describing a service’s functionality. QoS contracts can be 
specified at the service level, e.g., response time < 2ms, or at the operation level, e.g., 
update frequency >  10 per day.
Benefits of using QML include the following. First, QML supports generic QoS 
specification tha t support a variety of services and allows any QoS attributes from 
different application domains to be specified. Second, QML provides an easily ex­
tensible framework through their approach of contract and profile “refinement” . A 
refinement statically defines a relationship between two contracts or service profiles. 
For example, it is possible to create a new contract N based on another contract B by 
specifying additional QoS attributes not present in B or by replacing QoS values in 
B. The QML project targets mapping QML to Java, so that Java objects represent 
QML specifications at runtime. However, QML’s mapping process and matchmaker
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are not yet clearly defined, to the best of our knowledge.
2.1 .4  Q oSM E
One of the earliest approaches to creating a QoS specification language for dis­
tributed applications was carried out in the QoSME project [194]. The QoS Man­
agement Environment (QoSME) uses the Quality-of-Service Assurance Language 
(QuAL) to enable the specification of how to allocate, monitor, analyze and adapt to 
delivered QoS. QuAL enables applications to express their QoS needs and QoSME 
automatically generates the instrumentation to monitor the QoS of the applications. 
The QoSME collects statistics on the delivered QoS, by analyzing interactions among 
the applications, communication protocols, and operating systems (OS) and stores 
these statistics in a repository. QuAL also allows applications to express how to 
handle QoS violations. For example, distributed database applications may be very 
sensitive to data  loss and may tolerate high transmission delays. Incorporating mech­
anisms to express the handling of QoS attributes such as ‘transmission time’ that are 
application aware, allows QuAL to create precise QoS descriptions.
QuAL supports specification of application level abstraction and system level ob­
jects. However, much of the support is provided for describing how to specify QoS 
requirements in terms of abstract representations, tha t are independent of the under­
lying network and OS. This allows a service consumers to specify requests for QoS in 
a language that is easy to understand, for example, using the frame rate instead of 
CPU capacity required and mapping this to underlying resource requirement when 
needed. QuAL also allows QoS attributes and constraints to be specified to support
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negotiation between QoS offerings and the QoS requirements. The QuAL approach 
gives a rich and practical QoS specification and allows customized handling of QoS 
violations. This can help generate precise service offerings and requests to be used 
in service discovery. However, like many other languages introduced in last decade, 
QuAL lacks reusability: its constructs are designed to be part of the implemented 
software code, which makes it difficult to maintain.
2.1 .5  W S -P o licy
The WS-Policy [55] framework comes from a collaboration of large vendors (BAE, 
IBM. Microsoft and SAP). It is a general model and syntax to describe policies of 
a Web service. It is a flexible and extensible framework and a model that can be 
used for expressing capabilities, requirements and general characteristics of services 
in a Web service environment. Any specialized assertion (e.g., privacy policy and 
QoS characteristics) needs to be defined in addition to the generic policy. Thus, 
QoS requirements can be expressed as assertions in the WS-Policy model that can 
be associated with a Web service. WS-Policy is similar in pattern to DAML-S and 
OWL-S [9] which can only represent functional aspects of services. Both WS-Policy 
and DAML-S frameworks have had extensive support from the research community 
[177, 16, 174, 23] and will be equally influential in designing future standards for 
service description. Ludwig et al. [115] presented an extension to WS-Policy with 
QoS, which allows QoS terms to be taken from QoS vocabularies defined using XML. 
This work however is developed solely for QoS monitoring.
The WS-Policy benefits include its extensible and open framework, that allows
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QoS extensions to be plugged-in by others and a single policy grammar to allow QoS 
extended assertions to be reasoned with in a consistent manner. Use of WS-Policy over 
other service description languages such as DAML-S causes architectural constrains 
caused by its requirement to use the Web services protocol stack, i.e., WSDL [40] (for 
describing services), UDDI [43] (repository to register services) and SOAP [68] (for 
communication protocol). WS-Policy does not specify how policies can be discovered 
within the Web service framework. Thus it is limited in its service discovery ability 
based on policy information such as QoS.
2.1 .6  Sum m ary of QoS description  and discovery approaches
Five approaches to service description and discovery have been reviewed. A sum­
mary of the findings is presented in Table 2.1, which highlights the main features of 
each approach and analyses their relevance and weaknesses.
The main features for all the approaches were identified and compared based on the 
following criteria:
1. Expressiveness: Able to represent QoS for a variety of domains
2. Reusability: QoS representation reusable in other queries and ability to add 
other Service description specifications
3. Simplicity: Easy to understand and adopt
4. Extensibility: Easy to incorporate new QoS semantics
5. Flexibility: Easy to separate the semantics from the underlying implementations 
for maintenance.
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A pplication
D om ain
M ain Fea­
tures
R elevance to  Ser­
vice D iscovery
W eakness in sup­
porting Service  
D iscovery
WSLA Service Level 
Agreement
Expressive, 
Reusable, 
and Exten­
sible
Consumer QoS re­
quirements can be 
matched with a list 
of SLAs for service 
discovery.
SLAs do not necessar­
ily represent providers 
capability and QoS 
augmented advertise­
ments are more suit­
able.
UDDIe Bandwidth
Broker
Simple Supports matchmak­
ing of consumer QoS 
requirements for ser­
vice discovery.
Only supports exact 
matching using ser­
vice name or URI ad­
dress, no enhancement 
of query.
QML Service Level 
Agreement
Expressive, 
Simple, 
Extensible, 
and Flexible
Consumer QoS re­
quirements can be 
matched with a list of 
contracts for service 
discovery.
Contracts only rep­
resent past commit­
ments but not current 
QoS capabilities.
QoSME Service Moni­
toring
Expressive, 
Extensible, 
and Flexible
Monitored QoS 
data about a ser­
vice provider can be 
matched with con­
sumer requirements 
for service discovery.
Restricts discovery 
over monitorable 
QoS attributes only. 
Does not represent 
providers current QoS 
capability.
WS-
Policy
Privacy and 
Security
Reusable, 
Simple, and 
Flexible
Discovery of services 
with similar policy 
constraints on privacy 
and security can be 
performed.
Limited use to other 
aspects of QoS.
Table 2.1: QoS Specification and Service Discovery Approaches
As can be seen from Table 2.1, the approaches tha t are simple lack either ex­
pressiveness and extensibility or reusability. Also, some of the approaches that are 
expressive, extensible and flexible are not reusable. In terms of their relevance, most 
of the approaches provide support for QoS specification, but lack support for repre-
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senting consumers requirements and service advertisements. Some of the approaches 
can be used to support service discovery, but are either limited in their QoS rep­
resentation capability or restricted to a specific application domain. The approach 
presented in this thesis aims to provide QoS representation that attem pts to satisfy 
the above criteria, with a focus to support service discovery.
2.2 Service Selection
Service discovery mechanisms enable services to be discovered based on functional 
and non-functional criteria, but they do not help select a “best” one among the mul­
tiple services tha t appear to meet the service consumer’s requirements. One possible 
solution would be to select a service randomly or let the service consumer to choose 
one. Such an approach is, however, not effective, as there is no guarantee that the 
randomly selected service would provide acceptable QoS without further information. 
Some real world applications, such as EBay [53], Amazon [8] and MovieLens [67], a t­
tem pt to collect from users information about their experience with the services they 
used and share this experience with other users to help their service selection. There 
also exists a large body of research work in the area of using trust and reputation 
[117, 127, 164, 84, 208, 121] to determine QoS. These approaches ascertain the level 
of trust tha t can be placed on an advertisement by evaluating past service provi­
sions by the provider. The service trust is then calculated based on the information 
collected either directly through QoS monitoring techniques [121] or through social 
networks [127, 208] based on users that are willing to contribute information about 
their experience. However, these approaches are not adequate for service selection as
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they do not involve personalized QoS assessments that are based on the consumer’s 
expectation.
Work in the area of collaborative filtering [154, 75, 123, 85, 7, 18, 126] attem pts to 
create customized recommendations for consumers, based on ratings from other users 
who share similar interests. These approaches however do not assess QoS. Work on 
QoS assessment is also well established in the area of business studies. However, no 
attem pts have been made so far to study these business models [141, 92, 173, 168] 
for QoS assessment in supporting service selection in an SOC environment.
Table 2.2 summarizes seven major research projects that are relevant to service 
selection with their application areas, main features and applicability listed. The 
criteria for comparing main features of these systems were based on:
•  User QoS rating: Utilization of user ratings in decision making.
•  Context behind rating: Able to incorporate and use the reason for a user’s 
ratings during service assessment.
•  Personalized assessment: Able to assess a service that is personalized for a user.
The literature shows that, some systems perform personalized assessment for users 
without considering QoS; systems differ in terms of their service assessment model,
i.e. use different QoS dimensions and context in determining the rating; and some 
systems are specific to a particular domain, such as workflow systems, and trust and 
reputation systems. In reviewing the literature we categorize service selection in terms 
of their research areas as follows:
• Reputation and Trust
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Research Area M ain Features U se and B enefits
WSAP Reputation and Trust User QoS rating Use QoS attributes and 
reputation for service 
selection
AgFlow Workflow QoS User QoS rating Aggregates all moni­
tored QoS data for ser­
vice assessment and se­
lection
GroupLens Recommender System Personalized assess­
ment
Gives recommenda­
tions of services to a 
user from users that 
share similar rating 
patterns
SERVQUAL Business Studies User QoS rating, 
Context behind ra t­
ing
Measures service qual­
ity by deducting users’ 
expectations from their 
perceptions
CrossFlow Workflow QoS User QoS rating Supports service selec­
tion based on time and 
cost QoS constraints
ReGreT Reputation and Trust User QoS rating, 
Context behind ra t­
ing
Assesses reputation of a 
service and models the 
context behind the rep­
utation
MovieLens Recommender System Personalized assess­
ment
Recommendations of 
movies based on ra t­
ings from users who 
viewed similar movies
Table 2.2: Major Systems for Service Selection
• QoS in Workflow
• Recommender Systems
• Business Studies
In this section (2.3), we review the relevant service assessment techniques under
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these four categories.
2.2.1 QoS, R ep u tation  and Trust
There exists a large number of proposals in the literature for calculating QoS using 
reputation or trust of the service providers. These approaches, e.g., [117, 127, 164, 
84, 208, 121], typically seek to establish the quality of a service by gathering ratings 
from the users who have used the service. Trust is defined as the extent to which 
the service consumer is willing to depend on the service provider in a given situation, 
even though negative consequences are possible (adapted from [83]). Trust assessment 
is normally considered to have a binary outcome [127, 84, 212], which is used by 
the consumer to determine the actions to be taken. In the area of service selection 
this action involves making a decision to choose a particular service for invocation. 
Reputation is considered different to trust and is defined as the perception that a 
service provider creates through past actions about its intentions and norms (adapted 
from [127]). Reputation systems consider assessment of a service’s reputation from 
publicly available information only, e.g., user ratings of the service. Trust, on the other 
hand, implicitly assumes that the user may have some additional private information 
that he or she can use to overrule the general reputation given to a service. Many 
approaches to modelling trust [127, 208, 204, 70] are however based on reputation 
systems as they directly relate good a reputation score to a high trust value.
One of the earliest and most cited work on trust is presented by Marsh [120]. 
This work attem pted to create a computational model of trust. His work is drawn 
from theoretical studies with a social and psychological foundation and thus is very
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complex. This is not suited for use in an SOC environment for service selection as 
the work focuses only on service consumers who maintain private service experiences 
and do not consider sharing this information in a social network. Abdul-Rahman and 
Hailes [5] aimed to simply extend March’s trust model. This extension is based on 
the presence of social networks in which user experiences are recorded and available 
throughout the network. Though a step in the right direction, this approach suffers 
from two flaws. First, it requires each user to maintain global knowledge about the 
whole community, which may be difficult to achieve. Second, trust is calculated as 
an average of all the ratings given to a service provider. This provides a general trust 
measure for a service provider, which may not be useful to a specific consumer’s need.
Reputation assessment is also popular in real world applications, for example, in 
eBay [53] where, the service consumer with the winning bid has an opportunity to rate 
the transaction with the service provider as positive (+1), neutral (0), and negative 
(-1). Based on the collected ratings, an aggregated reputation value is calculated as 
the sum of ratings over the last six months. This simple reputation system has been 
empirically evaluated in [46, 155, 144] and has been shown to induce trust within 
the market tha t helps facilitate service selection. eBay’s system however suffers from 
a known problem of retaliation [155, 182]. Since rating in eBay is bilateral, in that 
service providers and consumers rate each other, service consumers may be pressurized 
to rate a service positively as they do not want to receive a negative rating from a 
service provider as retaliation. eBay allows contextual information to be added to 
a given rating as a short text description. However, such information is only useful 
for human consumption and cannot be used for automated processing in an SOC
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environment.
Zacharia and Maes [212] presented a reputation system implemented in the Kasbah 
marketplace [37] which allows service consumers or service providers to build their 
reputation based on ratings given to each other. The focus of Zacharia and Maes’s 
work is to answer how a reputation system can adapt to change in a service provider’s 
behaviour. For example, their algorithm uses a dampening factor, which associates 
higher importance to newer ratings and the older ratings are slowly forgotten so 
diminishing their effect as time passes. This allows services that have improved 
from a non-favorable performance a chance to compete again in the service selection 
process. However, this work does not collect or use context behind the reputation 
ratings and thus is limited in performing effective service selection. Also, this work 
does not consider QoS assessment.
As part of the ReGreT system Sabater and Sierra [162] presented a social model 
of reputation [163]. This work attempted to study three dimensions of reputation: 
individual dimension - service experience based on direct interaction with the service 
provider, social dimension - information gathered from other members in the society 
through a social network, and ontological dimension - this considers reputation as 
a multi-faceted concept that is context dependent. The ontological dimension is 
represented using a graph structure, for example, the reputation of a service provider 
as a ‘swindler’ may be based on ‘quality swindler’ and to ‘overcharge’ but not be 
related to ‘late delivery’. This approach makes an attem pt to model aspects of the 
context behind the reputation but lacks explanation on how QoS can be supported 
or how the context can be used for service selection.
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Recent approaches to trust and reputation are based on techniques to aggregate 
collected ratings about a service provider using well established probability theories. 
Mui et al. [128, 127] present a Bayesian model [146] for trust and reputation calcu­
lation. This system requires ratings given to an entity (e.g., a service provider) to be 
binary (i.e., positive (1) or negative (0)) and is based on statistical updating of the 
beta probability density function (PDF). A PDF provides an aggregated view of all 
ratings and is expressed between 0 and 1, which represents the degree of trust in a 
service. Here, 0 represent no trust and 1 complete trust that a future interaction with 
the service will be successful. This model has been very popular and adopted by many 
other research studies for trust and reputation formalization [84, 197, 200, 183, 153].
Yu and Singh [208, 209] proposed a model of trust and reputation that aggregates 
service experiences based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [146]. This the­
ory allows trust to be represented such that lack of belief in a service to be trustworthy 
does not imply disbelief, which is referred to as the state of uncertainty. An initial 
uncertainty about a service being trustworthy is replaced with belief or disbelief as 
trust ratings are accumulated about their performance. The benefits of these proba­
bility models lie in their strong mathematical foundation, though such models can be 
very complex to implement and understand. These studies are based on aggregating 
trust ratings tha t do not include the contextual information about the ratings, and 
thus are limited in performing effective service selection. However, such trust or rep­
utation rating may be used in combination with QoS ratings to take into account, for 
example, raters trust.
The need for reputation systems that incorporate QoS based contextual informa­
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tion alongside the ratings has been identified only recently. Maximilien and Singh 
[121, 122] presented a conceptual model of reputation for Web services. This work ex­
tends services in an SOC environment with a Web Service Agent Proxy (WSAP) that 
acts as a proxy for clients (service consumers) of the Web services. WSAP performs 
service selection on behalf of a service requester by consulting external reputation and 
endorsement agencies to help find appropriate providers. WSAP records feedback on 
various QoS attributes. Some of these attribute ratings (e.g., price and delay) are 
derived automatically while others require human intervention. WSAP shares this 
rating data  with external reputation and endorsement agencies to maintain public 
knowledge about service behaviour. WSAP calculates the reputation of a service 
as a simple weighted average of all the available ratings. The weights represent the 
user preference for the weighted QoS attribute(s). Though this model defines use of 
QoS attributes along with reputation for service selection, it does not include user 
expectations as part of its context, and thus does not help identify the reasons behind 
the ratings given by users, which may lead to inaccurate assessment of a service in a 
user’s context [48].
2.2.2 SO C , W orkflow and QoS
The problem of Web service selection has also been considered in the area of 
workflow composition and execution [116, 143, 60]. Workflow research in SOC deals 
with selecting and composing existing Web services to realize required business pro­
cesses. The Workflow Management Coalition(WfMC) [41] defines workflow as “the 
automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, infor­
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mation or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to 
a set of procedural rules. A lot of research [196, 216, 52, 93, 28, 47] has been under­
taken into supporting workflow composition. This includes well known projects such 
as METEOR [33], Crossflow [77], DySCo [149], Self-Serv [19], eFlow [34] and CMI 
[165], all of which support some aspects of QoS. Most projects focus on QoS analysis, 
estimation, optimization and monitoring to perform QoS aware service composition.
Projects tha t have presented initial attem pts to create QoS aware service composi­
tion, include eFlow [34] and Crossflow [77]. In eFlow, a composite service is described 
as a process schema that is composed of other basic or composite services. It consists 
of service nodes that represent the invocation of a basic or composite service; decision 
nodes tha t specify the alternatives and rules controlling the execution flow, and event 
nodes tha t enable service processes to send and receive several types of event. A 
service process broker is an eFlow component that is responsible for executing service 
selection rules and that enables the selection of appropriate services. This selection 
is based on only one QoS attribute: execution time of the services. This is to ensure 
that the required total execution time of the workflow is met. The CrossFlow project 
provides support for workflow management in dynamically established virtual enter­
prises. This involves contract establishment that will define the business relationship, 
dynamic infrastructure creation for enactment of the provided service and workflow 
management between the business partners. The role of QoS in workflow manage­
ment is to (i) verify that the outsourced workflow part performs correctly with regard 
to the constraints agreed in the contract, (ii) decide on appropriate reactions in case 
deviations occur, and (iii) predict the future behaviour of services. The prediction is
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based on performance models given as continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) and 
produced by an offline monitoring component which analyzes past executions of the 
workflows or an online monitoring component tha t maintains the current state of the 
workflow. In case of significant QoS deviation, the prediction component initiates a 
replacement service selection in order to maintain the QoS goals. Here, the QoS goals 
of workflow execution relate to the time and cost involved. eFlow and CrossFlow 
are workflow management systems that support service selection according to given 
quality constraints (e.g., time or cost). These approaches however offer limited sup­
port for QoS and are restricted to the time attribute, which is only one of the QoS 
dimensions tha t may be used [29, 125]. Similar work exists [42, 89] on QoS support 
for workflow composition, which has concentrated its efforts on single QoS dimension 
of time.
Much work [202, 193, 113, 191, 216, 31, 107, 73, 129] has been done in provid­
ing middleware to support QoS in service composition. Zeng et al. [216] presented 
AgFlow, a middleware platform that enables the quality-driven composition of Web 
services. In AgFlow, the QoS of Web services is evaluated by means of an extensible 
multidimensional QoS model, and the selection of services is performed in such a way 
that it optimizes the QoS for the composite service selected for a given set of user 
requirements from the available component services. AgFlow can adapt to changes 
that occur during the execution of a composite service, by revising the execution plan 
in order to conform to the user’s constraints on QoS. QoS driven service selection is 
presented using two approaches, one based on local optimization and the other on 
global planning. The local optimization approach performs optimal service selection
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for each individual service in a composite service without considering QoS constraints 
spanning multiple services and without necessarily leading to optimal overall QoS. In 
local optimization, a quality vector is computed for each of the candidate services, 
and based on these quality vectors, the system selects one of the candidate services 
by applying a Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) process [214]. The global 
planning approach on the other hand considers QoS constraints and preferences as­
signed to a composite service as a whole, and uses integer programming to compute 
optimal plans for composite service executions. This model provides flexibility by 
allowing a quality vector to contain any number of QoS attributes based on the Qual­
ity ontology and designing this to be independent of the underlying service selection 
algorithms. This approach also allows user defined weights to be applied to each QoS 
attribute, thus allowing some form of personalized service assessment and selection. 
However, this approach aggregates all available monitored data about a service in the 
assessment. As such, it ignores the fact tha t some monitored data is based on service 
expectations which may not be relevant to a particular QoS assessment request and 
this can result in inappropriate service assessment and selection [48].
2.2.3 R ecom m ender System s
Recommender systems use the opinions of a community of users to help individuals 
in that community to identify the content of interest from a potentially overwhelm­
ing set of choices. Recommender systems in an e-commerce environment are used 
to suggest products and to provide consumers with information to help them decide 
which products to purchase [76]. The most widely used technique for recommenda­
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tions both in research and in real-world applications is based on collaborative filtering 
[154, 75, 123, 85, 7, 18, 126]. Collaborative filtering is defined as “the process in which 
people collaborate to help one another perform filtering by recording their reactions 
to documents they read” [61].
Early work on collaborative filtering was presented by Goldberg et al. [61] as 
part of the Tapestry system. This system proposes a collaborative filtering method 
for the domain of emails and news. The proposed approach allows user to create 
queries tha t allow filtering of items based on assertions (e.g., important, outstanding, 
excellent) made by other members in the community. A user can thus form a query, for 
example “show me all emails that Joe found to be im portant” . This system introduced 
a revolutionary new direction in personalized information filtering. However, users 
are required to have some explicit knowledge about the members whose assertions 
(evaluations) are to be used as recommendations. To overcome this restriction an 
approach known as “Automated Collaborative Filtering” (ACF) was introduced in 
the GroupLens project [154]. This system helps users find articles they may like in a 
large stream of available articles. This approach attem pts to identify similar users of 
the newsgroup by comparing their ratings of news articles. The rating algorithm is 
based on the heuristic that people who agreed in the past will probably agree again, 
the ratings from users that are found to be similar to a particular user are aggregated 
to determine whether the articles may be of interest to this user. Similar approaches 
to recommendations exist in the areas of Movie recommendation (MovieLens[126], 
[18,118, 39, 95]), Music recommendation (Ringo[167],[110]) and Web recommendation 
([15, 95, 180]).
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Most research in recommender systems is based on the GroupLens model which 
involves the use of an algorithm to first establish similar users and then identify 
items for recommendation. Collaborative filtering algorithms may be classified as 
either “memory-based” [154, 167, 17, 172, 91, 210] or “model-based” [145, 156, 102, 
39, 207, 111]. The former aim to identify a set of users (i.e., a group) tha t share 
similar interests (e.g., users who have purchased the same items from Amazon). A 
set of items is then recommended to a user based on aggregated ratings of items from 
these similar users. Memory based algorithms operate over the entire user database to 
establish similarity. The model based approach analyzes user behaviours to discover 
a model. A model consists of a number of classes and similar users are grouped 
together in a class based on their rating behaviour. These pre-computed models 
are used to make recommendations by simply linking a given user to one of the 
classes. The most common algorithms for a memory-based approach are either based 
on correlation [154, 167, 210] or vector similarity [105, 27, 172, 91]. While model- 
based algorithms are rooted in probability theory. Common probability approaches 
include Bayesian theory [145, 156, 22, 211], Neural network [102, 39, 130] and cluster 
models [207, 111, 206, 59]. These types of algorithm have been evaluated in research 
studies [27, 147, 76] and the results show no clear winner. The evaluation results 
suggests tha t an algorithms performance varies with the particular conditions and the 
best algorithm is not clear in all situations. This has led to hybrid approaches [18, 
62, 30, 102, 109] being proposed recently, which try to unify the existing approaches. 
However, it is very difficult to measure the real benefit of such approaches due to 
the lack of agreement on assessment criteria [76]. From the service selection point
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of view, all these algorithms may help a service consumer receive recommendations 
of services from users that share similar rating patterns. However they suffer from 
two disadvantages. First, the item recommended is not based on the current service 
requirements but represents something that may or may not be part of a future service 
requirement (e.g., a user requires a movie service, and the recommendation includes 
an instance of news service). Second, the similarity assessment is performed based on 
users sharing a similar rating pattern, but similar ratings may not necessarily mean 
the context within which the ratings are given is the same. Contextual (e.g., QoS) 
information may help justify the reasons behind a rating and bring confidence to any 
similarity assessment techniques [75].
2.2 .4  QoS and B usiness stud ies
Most approaches to QoS incorporated in service selection require a QoS model 
based on which a service is assessed, and this is a recent area for research [33, 107, 
73, 129]. However, answering '‘what quality is and how it should be assessed” is well 
researched in the area of business studies [140, 160, 72, 20, 92, 168, 173, 64, 79, 161, 
104].
Two directions to modeling QoS in business studies exist. The first looks at 
quality and any quality assessment having the aim to increase profit for the business 
[65, 160, 72, 92]. Thus, this approach aims to answer a question such as ‘Will there 
be an increase in profits by increasing the availability of the service’. While the other 
attem pts to  understand how QoS may help improve a user’s perception of quality 
[140, 141, 20]. This is an active research in the area of marketing [32, 79, 64, 138]
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and consumer behaviour [157, 168, 173] and the former is in the area of operation 
management [176, 161, 104] and finance [160, 72, 92]. The marketing approach focuses 
on understanding consumer expectations and applying this in quality assessment. 
Including consumer expectations as part of the quality assessment is relevant to our 
study to identify the reasons behind a quality assessment. A finance based approach 
is purely for the benefit of service providers and does not help in understanding a 
consumer’s view of quality.
One of the most cited works and the basis on which all other works are built in 
the theory of QoS modeling in business marketing is proposed by Parasuraman et 
al. [140]. This work is based on a model called “Gap analysis” , and defines service 
quality as the degree of discrepancy between the customer’s normative expectations 
for the service and their perceptions of the actual service performance. The proposed 
model also describes a comprehensive set of service attributes, that users might use 
as criteria in assessing service performance. As part of further study, Parasuraman 
et al. performed empirical evaluation on the Gap analysis model and presented a 
refined model called SERVQUAL [141]. This model measures service quality along 
five QoS dimensions: reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy, and tangibles. 
SERVQUAL operationalizes service quality by subtracting a user’s expectation scores 
from their perception scores. The SERVQUAL expectation refers to the service level 
that customers believe they “should” get from the service provider [137, 139]. The 
SERVQUAL model is continually being revised, refined and reformed. However, its 
primary QoS measurement technique has remained unaltered [136, 139, 138, 142]. 
Even though the research work is slightly dated, SERVQUAL is very popular and
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constantly applied by various researchers [189, 81, 14, 11, 198, 199, 175, 99, 170] to 
numerous service industries as a means of gauging service quality.
SERVQUAL provides a mature and widely accepted model that may be used as 
a basis for QoS assessment of services for selection purposes. The approach realizes 
the importance of using context behind the rating, i.e., expectation, for calculating 
service quality. However, the quality assessment is not personalized for the end user, 
that is a single quality measure is created for all users consuming the assessment 
information. This is appropriate within a context of a business organization where 
all users would represent a shared expectation based on the organization goals. In 
an SOC environment, however, a service assessment request would be required by 
many organizations and consumers with different expectations use different service 
providers. Thus, the assessment should be based on personal expectations.
2.2 .5  Sum m ary o f QoS approaches for service selection
In this section, we described the related work in service selection. The summary 
is presented in Table 2.3, which highlights the main features of each of the approaches 
and analyses their relevance and limitations when applied to service selection.
As can be seen in Table 2.3, most of the approaches provide support for service 
selection by either using consumer ratings or past historical data. These approaches 
are great candidates for QoS enhanced service assessment, but they either fail to take 
account of the reasons behind a consumer’s likes/dislikes of a service or ignore the fact 
that different users can have different expectations from a service and thus the QoS 
assessment should reflect this diversity. The approach presented in this thesis aims to
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M ain Features R elevance to  Service 
Selection
W eaknesses in sup­
porting Service Se­
lection
Reputa­
tion
and
Trust
Determined based on 
ratings that represents 
consumers satisfac­
tion with the service 
provider. Ratings can 
represent both sub­
jective and objective 
attributes
Aggregated ratings 
represent reputation 
or trust score for SPs, 
which can rank them 
for service selection
Ratings are created 
and shared without 
including the reason 
behind them. Repu­
tation scores are not 
personalized to service 
requesters.
Work­
flow
QoS
Autonomous monitor­
ing of conformance 
that verifies if a service 
provider adhered to 
the planned workflow 
schedule. Optimization 
of workflow QoS from 
list of available tasks in 
terms of time and price
Historical conformance 
data about the past ex­
ecutions of services in­
volved in the workflow 
can be used to cre­
ate QoS rating for the 
services, which can be 
used to assist service 
selection.
Limited QoS attributes 
are considered and 
users’ views are not 
considered for QoS as­
sessment, thus limiting 
applicability to service 
selection.
Recom-
mender
System
Personalized recom­
mendation of services 
based on consumers’ 
preferences.
Services are ranked 
based on how well a 
service fits a user’s 
profile. A service 
selection can be made 
from the ranked list of 
recommended services
QoS is not considered. 
No historical service 
provision patterns are 
evaluated to avoid rec­
ommending troubled 
services.
Business
Stud­
ies
QoS assessment and 
ratings represent con­
sumers perspective. 
QoS assessment models 
can be applied to a 
variety of domains
Ratings can be ag­
gregated to rank ser­
vice providers based on 
overall consumer satis­
faction, which can as­
sist service selection
Limited application 
to SOC environment. 
QoS assessment is not 
personalized based 
on service requesters’ 
expectation on the 
service.
Table 2.3: Service Selection Approach
provide QoS enhanced service selection tha t understands the context behind a user 
rating, and use this to create personalized QoS assessments for service requesters.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we gave a brief survey of existing and ongoing QoS frameworks 
and research projects most relevant to service discovery and selection. Our analysis 
of approaches which support QoS discovery suggested that either they do not support 
a domain independent model for QoS representation or they lack essential features, 
for example, an ability to represent a consumer’s QoS requirements, or they lack 
applicability to service discovery, in that they lack of matchmaking component that 
would allow service capabilities to be matched with service requests. This thesis 
aims to design a framework that overcomes such limitations by providing a domain- 
independent model which supports service discovery.
The analysis of approaches relevant to QoS enhanced service selection suggested 
that either they do not support a formal model of QoS as a basis for service selection; 
or they lack essential features, for example, service assessment that understands the 
diversity of the consumer’s expectations, and thus the need for customized assessment. 
The focus of this thesis was to design a QoS enhanced service selection technique that 
not only understands the importance of a consumer’s expectations but also caters for 
such functionality within the SOC environment. In the following chapters we will 
present our solution to dynamic QoS-augmented service discovery and selection.
Chapter 3
Framework
3.1 Introduction
The research in SOC has resulted in an innovative architecture to represent soft­
ware components as independent services that can be discovered automatically, and 
perform a binding operation with other software. Bound services can be executed 
without knowledge of their underlying platform implementation. This vision pro­
vides a great opportunity for businesses where different services may be combined to 
provide better or new services to the market. Although research into SOC standards 
has been beneficial, it is far from complete in order to help service requesters in mak­
ing appropriate decisions based on QoS to discover and select appropriate services.
In this chapter, we describe the design of our QoS incorporated service discovery 
and selection architecture. This architecture is illustrated using a Virtual Organi­
zation (VO) formation scenario [184] in an SOC environment. The content of this 
chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we introduce the agent-based VO for­
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mation scenario. We also describe a sample use case which will help explain how 
the components presented in this thesis work. Section 3.3 presents our QoS incor­
porated service discovery and selection architecture. Section 3.4 describes details of 
the components involved in the service discovery phase. Section 3.5 describes the 
components involved in QoS assessment of discovered services for selection. Section 
3.6 presents a sequence diagram to help provide a complete picture of interactions 
between all components in the architecture. Finally, Section 3.7 provides a summary 
of the chapters findings.
3.2 An Agent based Virtual Organization Forma­
tion Scenario
To help better understand the architectural components of the proposed QoS 
incorporated service discovery and selection system, it is useful to understand the 
context within which it will be applied. In this section, we describe the role of 
the developed components in an agent based VO formation scenario [133]. The VO 
scenario is intended to demonstrate the application of service discovery and selection 
in an SOC environment.
Agents are software entities that carry out some operations on behalf of a user 
or another program with some degree of independence or autonomy, and in so doing, 
employ some knowledge or representation of the user’s goals or desires. Virtual or­
ganizations are composed of a number of autonomous entities (representing different 
individuals, departments and organizations), each of which has a range of problem
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solving capabilities and resources at their disposal. These entities co-exist and some­
times compete with one another in a ubiquitous virtual marketplace. Each entity 
attem pts to a ttract the attention of potential customers by describing the cost and 
qualities of its services, with the goal of selling these services.
The VO scenario is designed with the aim to “provide models and techniques for  
VO management that operate in a robust and resilient manner in complex electronic 
commerce scenarios” [184]. More specifically, the VO scenario has the following:
•  Autonomous agents to represent the different problem solving entities. These 
agents are capable of exhibiting flexible problem solving behavior in pursuit of 
their objectives in uncertain and changing environments.
•  Sophisticated interaction models that enable autonomous agents to decide when 
to try  and form a VO, how to actually go about forming the VO, and then to 
subsequently act as a VO.
• Rich knowledge representation and information inter-change mechanisms that 
enable agents to describe their aims and objectives to their potential business 
partners during the formation and ongoing operation of a VO.
• Techniques for modelling QoS that support assessment of agents (i.e., as a 
service provider) and provides a decision support model for agents (i.e., service 
requesters) in a VO.
A key objective in putting a VO together is to ensure that they are both agile (i.e., 
able to adapt to changing circumstances); and resilient (i.e., able to achieve their 
objectives in a dynamic and uncertain environment). In such environments, the
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participants behavior will be informed by exploiting a number of diverse forms of 
information-advertisements (capabilities and quality of service of individual agents), 
m eta-data (schemas) and information resources (databases and knowledge bases).
To help improve the presentation of an overall picture of the VO formation process, 
we will use a specific scenario, where a user has certain multimedia requirements for 
purchasing a service. The scenario is as follows:
M ultim edia Scenario: “A user wants to purchase and receive a monthly movie 
subscription package on his PDA/phone,and a monthly news service. The user also 
wants a monthly package for his PDA/phone that includes 30 free text messages and 
at least 50 free minutes per month”.
This scenario shows the following important characteristics that must be taken into 
account in the development of an effective VO system:
1. There may be multiple services available from a number of agents representing 
independent organizations. The diverse agents may offer broadly similar ser­
vices. The services themselves are described by multiple attributes, for example, 
price and quality.
2. The services available may change over time, in that new services may become 
available, or agents may alter the way in which existing services are offered. 
Services may differ in terms of the number and heterogeneity of the tasks in­
volved in (i) the delivery of the service and their degree of interdependence, and
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(ii) the type and frequency of interactions between different customers while 
the service is being delivered.
3. The agents involved in the system may also employ different policies for dealing 
with the uncertainty inherent in such a domain; for example, an agent may gen­
erate slack resources to limit the possibility of a loss in service to the customer, 
or it may employ rigorous coordination mechanisms to improve supply chain 
integration.
The formation of a VO is grounded on three key technologies: (1) the decision-making 
mechanism of an individual agent, (2) an auction mechanism for the allocation of 
contracts, and (3) the representation of services. In order to illustrate the operation 
of VO formation based on these three mechanisms, we present the model shown in 
Figure 3.1. The model is characterized by the following agents providing various 
functionality and interacting with each other:
1. Service Provider (SP) Agent: This agent provides services;
2. Service Requester (SR) Agent: This agent represents the consumer of services;
3. Yellow Pages (YP) Agent: This agent provides a registry and a lookup service 
for services with required capability;
4. QoS Agent: This agent assesses QoS rating for services to determine how well 
a service will meet SR’s expectations; and
5. Clearing Agent: This agent offers an auction mechanism that the SR agent can 
use to choose an optimal combination of services.
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Figure 3.1: VO Architecture
The interactions between agents that results in VO formation can be divided into 
four main stages - service discovery, bidding, service selection and clearing. Service 
discovery allows a SR to look up services that can meet certain service requirements. 
The SR Agent can invite SPs of the discovered services to bid, i.e., offer customized 
services. The SR agent can then request the QoS Agent to establish QoS ratings for 
service selection support. Finally, the SR chooses an optimal combination of services 
to form a VO. In this thesis we consider the discovery and selection steps only.
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Service
Provider
Movies 
(per month)
News (no. of 
daily updates)
Text (no. of 
free messages)
Phone (no. of 
free mins.)
SP1 10 24
SP2 72
SP3 120 30
SP4 5 30
Table 3.1: An example set of four multimedia service providers (SPs) and their ca­
pability to deliver movies, news, text messaging or phone services
Based on our multimedia scenario and the described interactions in the VO forma­
tion process, a sample instance of multimedia services provided by four SPs is shown 
in Table 3.1. These instances of services will be used as an example throughout the 
thesis to help explain our service discovery and selection processes.
3.3 QoS Incorporated Service Discovery and Se­
lection Architecture
In this section we describe the design of QoS incorporated service discovery and 
selection that is influenced but not limited to the VO formation scenario (Section 3.2). 
There are different agents in the VO formation scenario, but the main entities that 
are relevant to our study are the YP agent and the QoS agent. Figure 3.2 shows a 
detailed view of our QoS incorporated service discovery and selection architecture.
Conceptually, the YP and QoS agents are exposed as independent, “trusted” enti­
ties that are neither influenced nor controlled by any other agents in the environment. 
The element of trust is very important as this states that these agents would not hide 
or modify information for either intentional harm or for its own personal benefit.
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Figure 3.2: QoS Incorporated Service Discovery and Selection Architecture
These agents are also designed to be “public”, in the sense that any agent within the 
environment can communicate with these agents. In the following we describe the 
two components of our proposed architecture that supports the functions of YP and 
QoS agents.
• Agent Interface: Each agent includes an interface to allow communication with 
external entities. This component provides a messenger service that either lis­
tens to new messages and performs appropriate actions or sends a query/re- 
sponse message when needed.
• Knowledge Space: All agents present in the QoS incorporated service discovery 
and selection architecture share a common conceptual understanding of service
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and quality terminology in the form of schemas. A set of supporting schemas 
also exists, for example, advertisement and request schemas that provide struc­
tures to represent service capabilities and requirements, respectively. All such 
schemas represent the knowledge space within the architecture. A detailed dis­
cussion of the schemas is provided in Chapter 4.
The proposed architecture consists of two steps - service discovery and service selec­
tion. In the following we describe in detail the architectural design for each of these 
steps and discuss their usefulness.
3.4 Service Discovery
The components involved in the service discovery phase are discussed in this sec­
tion. Interactions between the agents and assumptions made to achieve the service 
discovery task are also presented.
3.4.1 Y P  A gent
This component performs the “matchmaker” function to connect a SR agent with 
an SP agent who can fulfill certain capability requirements. To perform such a match­
making task, the YP agent communicates with SR and SP agents. The YP agent 
interacts with SPs for service advertisement related tasks and with SRs to provide 
the service discovery facility. Such interactions can be divided into two main stages 
- registration and matchmaking.
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R egistration Stage
An SP agent initiates an interaction with the YP agent to advertise one or more 
services it can offer. The message content for this interaction is based on a predefined 
schema provided as part of the knowledge space. In this case the schema used is 
an “advertisement” schema. In addition to this schema, an SP agent also needs to 
use the available service and quality schemas for forming the advertisement. The 
schemas allow a standard set of terminology to be established for the YP agent 
to understand and process the advertised information. It is assumed that an SP 
agent is capable of creating service advertisements that conform to the predefined 
schemas. On receipt of any service advertisements, the YP agent parses them to 
check their validity. An appropriate advertisement acknowledgment is returned to 
the SP agent after the validity check. It is assumed that the SP agent is truthful in 
its advertisement, i.e., the information supplied reflects the actual capability that the 
SP has got to offer. It is possible to involve an external certification authority who 
can verify and certify an SP’s advertisement, but our aim is not to validate the service 
that an SP claims to offer, but to assess its capability to meet QoS claims as part 
of the service selection process. An SP agent can send one or more advertisements 
to the YP agent and can advertise services in any domain. It can also include both 
functional and QoS descriptions in its advertisements. For the rest of the thesis we 
refer to attributes that define certain core service capabilities as functional attributes. 
QoS attributes, on the other hand, represent non-functional attributes of a service. 
The list of functional and QoS attributes are domain dependent and an exact list of 
attributes will be defined in a service and the chosen QoS ontologies used in the service
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discovery process. The functional description of services in the multimedia scenario 
would include, for example, movie service of type “horror” and QoS attributes will 
include attributes such as “frame rate” for a movie. How advertisements are created 
will depend on the availability and use of supporting tools. Figure 3.3 displays three 
possible interaction design for SP agents to create service advertisement: (a) Manual: 
a user manually creates the service advertisements by entering all the required details 
using the available schemas; (b) Semi-automatic: an advertisement template tool is 
available tha t provides a form for a user to fill in. On submission of the form, the 
required advertisement structure with user input values is created automatically; and 
(c) Autonomous: an advertisement template tool interacts with business components 
of the SP to generate an advertisement automatically. For example, a resource and 
business modelling components may observe the current status of available resources 
and access pricing policy to generate advertisements [131, 45]. In our model, a manual 
approach to creating service advertisement is used as our primarily focus is on the 
semantics of the advertisement and how matchmaking is performed based on the 
semantics.
M atchm aking Stage
An SR agent can request the YP agent for services that can meet certain capability 
requirements. The request is based on the “request schema” , which is part of the 
knowledge space. The steps to define the content of a service request message by an 
SR are similar to those used for advertisement. The only difference is the heading 
of the message; “request” instead of “advertisement” . This is used to help identify
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Figure 3.3: Creation of advertisement
the message for appropriate processing by the YP agent. This allows matchmaking 
between a request and an advertisement based on mutually understood terms. Similar 
to the advertisement, we expect a user to manually create a service request by entering 
all the required details using the available schemas.
The role of the YP agent on receipt of a service request from an SR is to respond to 
it with a list of SPs which can provide the functional and QoS requirements specified 
in the request. The YP agent uses a matchmaking algorithm to perform this operation
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(see Chapter 4 for details). If the matchmaking operation results in a large set of 
advertisements, it is possible to return only the “top-N” matches to the SR. However, 
the aim of the YP agent in our study is to find all the relevant services and not to 
make a decision on which advertisements to return to the SR agent, and thus all the 
matching advertisements are returned.
3.4.2 Service R egistry
This component provides a persistent storage of service advertisements. The YP 
agent queries the service registry’s stored service advertisements on receipt of a service 
request from an SR agent. It is assumed that only a single service registry exists in 
the environment. It is also assumed that the service registry is only accessible by the 
YP agent and is not open to other entities. The service registry is implemented using 
a database system and thus is expected to provide a query interface and support for 
the indexing of service advertisements if needed.
3.5 Service Selection
Central to the service selection process is the QoS agent. The QoS agent is com­
posed of two sub components - a rating collector and a rating calculator. In addition 
to the QoS agent, a repository component also exists in the architecture to provide 
a data store for QoS rating information. We describe these in detail in the following 
sections.
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3.5.1 R ating  C ollector
The rating collector interacts with any SR agent that is willing to share its service 
experience. This interaction is based on a predefined schema made available through 
the knowledge space. The schema in this case has three properties associated with 
each QoS attribute for a given service, which allow the QoS usage information for 
that service to be specified. The three properties are: expectation, perception, and 
rating. The expectation represents a QoS level tha t the SR hoped to receive from the 
service provision. The perception specifies what the SR perceived was received when 
using the service. The rating indicate the degree of satisfaction the SR has with this 
provision. We assume that such QoS usage information is collected from an SR agent. 
However, such information can also be obtained from SP agents or through proactive 
monitoring of the service provision. Since our aim is to use this QoS information to 
inform SRs, we collect data from SRs only.
Figure 3.4 shows the three main types of interaction that may exist between an 
SR agent and the Rating Collector when gathering QoS information. These are:
•  An SR agent gathers QoS usage information completely autonomously without 
any communication with the user (Figure 3.4(a)). This process provides an 
efficient rating collection mechanism. It is also free from human errors resulting 
from mistaken judgements. However, this approach is limited to processing 
“objective” QoS attributes such as “response time” , which may be monitored 
by tools. Subjective attributes, such as “level of detail” of news, cannot be 
monitored using tools and thus can only be rated by user feedback.
•  The user communicates all QoS usage information directly to the rating collector
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Figure 3.4: Rating Collection
(Figure 3.4(b)). In this case, the role of the SR agent is equivalent to that of 
a “dummy agent” , where a dummy agent can be thought of as a special type 
of agent that does not contain any intelligence and is only used as an interface 
to communicate messages. This type allows any QoS usage information to be 
observed by the user and communicated, but this can be very time consuming 
for the user and susceptible to human errors.
• In Figure 3.4(c), the SR agent monitors possible objective QoS attributes and 
requests the user to fill in the remaining subjective information. This process 
allows a rich set of data on QoS usage to be collected and provides some tradeoff 
between the amount of user effort required and the degree of error that may 
occur.
It is worth noting that both the SR agent and the user are outside our QoS
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based service selection environment. It is assumed that all SR agents share their QoS 
experiences for mutual benefit. This assumption is in line with many existing trust 
and reputation systems (Chapter 2). Research has been undertaken into providing 
incentives for users to share experiences [26]. It is also assumed SRs who share 
experiences will do so truthfully and do not withhold any information.
We consider SR agents to be the source of QoS usage information in the rest of 
the thesis. Once an SR agent has completed a service usage session, it sends the QoS 
data about the session to the rating collector. The rating collector on receipt of QoS 
data, parses it to check its validity (based on a predefined schema). If valid, the newly 
acquired information is sent to be stored in the rating repository. It is possible that 
a more complex form of interaction style could exist between the SR agent and the 
rating collector. For example, when using a data stream based approach, where the 
SR agent would send any QoS usage information during service provision, as soon 
as they become available. This would allow the most up-to-date information to be 
made available for QoS assessment, but it requires the maintenance and processing 
of a large amount of data which may also be complex[178].
3.5.2 R ating  R epository
The rating repository acts as a persistent store for the SRs’ service usage expe­
rience. The rating collector stores the received QoS usage information in the rating 
repository. The rating calculator queries this repository to access QoS usage infor­
mation for a particular service. The service repository like the rating repository is 
implemented using a database system that provides a query interface. The rating
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repository is a centralized data store for all the QoS usage information.
3.5.3 R ating C alculator
The rating calculator provides a QoS assessment service to the SR agents. It 
processes the QoS usage information present in the rating repository to discover the 
history of a service and to establish an overall QoS rating for that service. The QoS 
rating calculation is initialized on receipt of a request for QoS assessment from an 
SR agent. Such a request may be thought of as a bid which is similar to a service 
advertisement, describing a service offered by an SP that includes functional and 
QoS information. The rating calculator establishes a QoS rating for each service 
bid received from an SR. It is assumed that each bid is annotated with the SR’s 
QoS expectations for the service. An expectation is a value associated with a QoS 
attribute of a service in the bid. For each QoS attribute, the SR’s expectation value 
can be either the same as the QoS attribute and value pair in the bid, or higher/lower 
than the bid value, or a value may not be specified in the bid. For the first two cases, 
the expectation value can be considered as being influenced either by the claims made 
by the SP in its service advertisement; the SR’s past experience(s) with the service, 
or by some recommendation from a third party. Given that our objective is to use 
the SRs provided expectation to create a rating for a service, the method used by an 
SR to derive its expectations is outside the scope of this thesis, as it will not affect 
how it is used to calculate the ratings. When an expectation value is included in the 
request it is utilized in the QoS assessment for service selection. This usage will not 
be affected by its method of derivation.
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Based on the expectation of a service given by the SR agent, a subset of the QoS 
usage information for tha t service is retrieved from the rating repository. The rating 
calculator performs its QoS assessment by processing the retrieved information to 
generate a QoS rating for the service. If no data is returned by the rating repository, 
a default QoS value is assumed (e.g., null).
3.6 Interaction between the components in the ar­
chitecture
The UML sequence diagram Figure 3.5 illustrates the interactions between the 
various components in the service discovery and selection phases. The primary com­
ponent in the discovery phase is the YP agent and in the selection phase it is the QoS 
agent. The interactions represent a transfer of messages between the components. All 
the agents are bootstrapped together using an agent platform. Once bootstrapped, 
the agents are aware of each other’s existence and can communicate with each other. 
The interactions that occur in the two phases are:
•  The SP agent registers its services by sending service advertisements to the YP 
agent. Assuming that the advertisements conform to the advertisement schema, 
the YP agent returns an acknowledgment that contains “advertisement ids” to 
the SP. The YP agent stores the service advertisements in the service registry.
• The SR agent then sends a request to the YP agent to find services that can 
meet certain capability requirements. On receipt of a service request, the YP 
agent executes the matchmaking algorithm that matches the request with the
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Figure 3.5: Sequence diagram representing the service discovery and selection
processes
adverts by querying the service registry. The YP agent then sends a list of SPs 
that satisfy the service request to the SR agent.
• After the list of SPs advertisements is received by the SR, the SR asks for bids 
from those SPs. Once the bids are received from the SPs, the SR sends the bids 
to the QoS agent for QoS assessment. The rating calculator of the QoS agent 
will assess each bid and return a QoS rating for the service to the SR agent. 
Finally, the SR agent decides on which SPs to use. After using the service, the
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SR agent sends QoS usage information to the QoS agent. The rating collector 
stores the QoS usage data for the service in the rating repository to allow future 
QoS assessment by the rating calculator.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter we introduced a architecture for QoS based service discovery and 
selection tha t allows SRs to search for SPs who claim to be able to offer the required 
service, and to evaluate QoS for the service using the QoS agent which helps to assess 
how well each SP can actually provide the service. This is necessary because service 
advertisements can not entirely be trusted, and some SPs may not honour what they 
promised. We consider this two-step service discovery and selection architecture to 
be a significant contribution to SOC research, as it allows QoS attributes for a service 
to be specified (by SRs and SPs) with rating values, searched (by the YP agent) and 
evaluated (by the QoS agent). This approach provides a more meaningful architecture 
to support service discovery and selection in SOC.
Chapter 4
Incorporating QoS in Service 
D iscovery
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe the semantics needed for defining QoS. Also, we present 
how QoS is incorporated into dynamic service discovery within a SOC. Service dis­
covery in an SOC environment is an important issue because the environment can 
potentially contain thousands of autonomous services which may enter or leave the 
environment at any time. It is desirable therefore that a user is able to request a 
service by stating declaratively what is required, rather than by having to specify 
how to obtain or access a specific one at a pre-determined location. In other words, 
discovering which services are available to meet the requirement of a specific service 
request should be performed dynamically at the time of the request.
Current approaches to service discovery in an SOC environment allow match­
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making between requested and advertised services based largely on their functional 
attributes. To illustrate this, consider the multimedia scenario introduced in Section 
3.2. Suppose that we have an SR who wishes to purchase a monthly subscription 
package for science fiction movies and news services, including 30 free text messages 
and 50 free talk minutes. This service request may be represented abstractly, as 
shown in Figure 4.1, where the request is made in terms of the required functions.
-  SubscriptionType = monthly
-  VideoContent:
mediaStyle = scienceFiction
-  HTMLContent:
mediaStyle = news
-  TextMessages:
messages = 30
-  PhoneCalls:
minutes = 50
Figure 4.1: A Request for Service
For example, the qualifying SP must offer sc ien ceF ic tio n  movies. To determine, 
which SP(s) can offer the required service, the matchmaking component searches 
through the registry, typically using a string comparison method, to see if any regis­
tered services match some or all of the functional attributes listed in the request. If, 
SP1 has advertised that it offers sc ien ceF ic tio n  movies, then SP1 is identified as a 
potential provider for the required service and its details are returned to the SR.1 
The above model works well, if we assume that the SR is only interested in the
functional aspects of a service. In practice, however, it is quite possible that we may
^ o t e  that it is not necessary to find a single SP who can satisfy the SR’s request completely, 
and the matchmaking component will search for all the SPs who can serve any part of the request.
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have several SPs offering the same service, and just like in a common marketplace, an 
SR may wish to select a service based on functional as well as quality. Thus, it would 
be desirable that the SR can pose the request shown in Figure 4.2, where frameRate 
= 24fps and a v a i la b i l i ty  = 7DaysAweek are the QoS requirements.
-  SubscriptionType = monthly
-  VideoContent:
mediaStyle = scienceFiction 
Quality: 
frameRate  =  24fps 
availability  =  7DaysAweek
-  HTMLContent:
mediaStyle = news
-  TextMessages:
messages = 30 
“  PhoneCalls: 
minutes = 50
Figure 4.2: Service Request with QoS Requirements
The current function-based approaches are not sufficient to support this more ad­
vanced form of service discovery. In this chapter, we describe our approach to service 
discovery that incorporates QoS specifications and requirements into the matchmak­
ing process. The contents of this chapter are organized as follows: Section 4.2 provides 
the necessary schemas for the knowledge representation of the services and QoS in­
formation. In particular, this section includes a description of service and quality 
schemas. In addition, we also describe how the knowledge representation is used to 
allow: SPs to advertise their functional capabilities and QoS promises to the service 
registry, and SRs to request a service by specifying not only functional requirements,
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but also QoS requirements. Section 4.3 describes how matchmaking between ad­
vertised and requested services based on functional as well as QoS requirements is 
supported in our approach. Finally, Section 4.4 summarises this chapter.
4.2 Knowledge Space
In Section 3.3, we discussed how different agents communicate with each other 
to perform service discovery and selection. The content of these communications de­
pends on how services with QoS attributes are described. A standard representation 
of knowledge allows a consistent set of terminology to be used between all agents in 
the environment. To enable this, it is necessary to have an expressive service descrip­
tion language and appropriate schemas. We use DAML-S [9] for service description. 
DAML-S was chosen because it is capable of describing not only low-level service 
functionality and requirements in terms of its message format, data types, and pro­
tocols, but also semantic information such as service classification and descriptions. 
DAML-S however does not provide support for expressing QoS as part of a service 
description, thus this will require additional concepts to be defined.
To standardize terminology and distinguish between service and quality terms in 
service description, we developed two schemas, the service schema and the quality 
schema. The service schema provides SPs and SRs with a common terminology for 
advertising and requesting services, and enables the YP agent to match advertise­
ments with requests. The quality schema, on the other hand, specifies what the QoS 
attributes are and how they are related to the services.
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4.2.1 Service Schem a
A service schema, is created using DAML-S and is relatively straightforward, but 
is domain dependent. For example, a sample service schema for a simple media ap­
plication is shown in the lower half of Figure 4.3. For simplicity of presentation, we 
have expressed the schema here as a class diagram, rather than its implementation 
in DAML-S. The actual implementation of the media application schema used in this 
work is provided in Appendix A. It is important to realize different service schemas 
are needed for different domains.
domain range
•o
05
TO
Quality
Media
QoS
Service
Multimedia
Video Content
Service Profile
Product
HTML Content
Service P rocess
Service Category
Service Grounding
— ► subClassOf 
1 I Class
Figure 4.3: Service schema as described by DAML-S and Media Service Domain 
Schema
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In Figure 4.3, a Service according to its DAML-S definition consists of three 
important classes: the service profile, the service process, and the service grounding. 
Each of these classes plays a different role in service description, namely:
•  Service Profile: The profile describes what the service does. It characterizes 
the service for purposes of advertising, discovery, and matchmaking. That is, 
it gives the kinds of information needed by the YP agent to determine whether 
the service meets an SR’s needs. More specifically, a profile describes four 
properties;
— serviceName: the name of the service,
— textDescription: A brief human readable description of the service sum­
marizing what the service offers or what capabilities are being requested,
— fipaName: an agent’s name as registered in the agent platform, and
— fipaAddress: an agent’s interface address for communication purposes.
•  Service Process: This specifies how the service works. It includes information 
about inputs (with some indication of whether they are required or optional), 
outputs (possibly with a specification of the conditions under which various 
outputs will occur), preconditions (circumstances that must hold before the 
service can be used), and effects (what is accomplished by the service, or more 
generally, the changes brought about by the service).
•  Service Grounding: This specifies how the service is to be used. Typically a 
grounding may specify a communication protocol (e.g., SOAP [68]), and service- 
specific details such as port numbers used in invoking the service.
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For our work, we use Service Profile only, as this is sufficient for service discov­
ery. In addition to the three classes provided by DAML-S, we define two additional 
classes: Service Category and QoS. These classes together allow us to specify addi­
tional information about the services. The detailed descriptions of each of these two 
classes is:
• Service Category: In an SOC environment, services from any domain (mul­
timedia, travel, telecommunication) can potentially be offered by an SP. The 
purpose of introducing this class is to allow services to be grouped, so that a 
wide variety of class-specific attributes may be specified for a group. For exam­
ple, all the attributes specified for the Media class are inherited by the Video 
Content class.
• QoS: Figure 4.4, depicts the QoS class that is associated with the Quality class. 
It specifies a collection of QoS attributes for services. The QoS class defines 
different quality concepts (objective quality, subjective quality, etc.,) that are 
relevant to the characterization of QoS attributes.
The domain specific service classes, (e.g., media) are integrated with the DAML-S 
service profile to facilitate service description. This is achieved by making our Product 
class inherit from the ServiceProf ile class provided by DAML-S (see Figure 4.3). 
All domain specific service classes inherit from this Product class. Note that due 
to naming conflicts with DAML-S, our top-level service is Product DAML-S itself 
defines Service as a class from which all services inherit. In the next section, we 
describe the Quality schema that allows QoS information to be incorporated within 
a service description.
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4.2.2 Q uality Schem a
Representation of a quality schema is currently not supported by DAML-S, and 
our proposed approach to enabling this is explained in this section. The quality 
schema (see Figure 4.4) provides the necessary concepts an SP requires to create its 
service advertisement with QoS and an SR needs to specify its service requirements 
with QoS. The quality schema consists of two classes: the QoS class and the Quality 
class. The Quality class inherits from the QoS class. The Quality schema defines 
three following important concepts that help characterize its QoS attributes:
1. Service Specific and Service Independent: For different types of service, a large 
number of attributes may be used to describe their QoS attributes. Some are 
domain dependent and will only be relevant to a specific type of service. For 
example, frame Rate is only relevant to a movie service. Others are domain in­
dependent and are applicable to all types of service, for example, availability 
[119]. Thus, it is important that our quality schema distinguishes between these 
two types of QoS attribute, so that we do not repeat ourselves when specifying 
service independent QoS attributes for each individual service. Motivated by 
this observation, we group all QoS attributes into service specific and service in­
dependent classes. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, a service must include its service 
specific QoS attributes explicitly, e.g., VideoContent has frameRate as one of 
its QoS attributes, but includes service independent QoS attributes implicitly, 
e.g., VideoContent also has Availability, Performance and Reliability 
among its QoS attributes.
2. Objective and Subjective: This allows a given QoS attribute’s type to be de­
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scribed as either objective or subjective. Some attributes, for example frameRate 
and A v a ila b i l i ty , are considered to be objective as they can be measured ac­
curately by automatic monitoring tools. However, subjective attributes, for 
example Completeness of coverage of news, cannot be measured using any 
monitoring tool and can only be judged by human users. In Chapter 5 we 
describe how we use the QoS agent to measure QoS either through monitored 
data or ratings from the users.
3. Positive and Negative: This allows a given QoS attribute’s type to be described 
as either positive or negative. A positive quality type specifies that a high 
value is preferrable to a low value. For example, high performance is usually 
considered to be better than low performance. While a negative type specifies 
that a low value is preferred to a high value. For example, a low response time 
is more desirable than a high response time.
Based on these concepts, the Q uality  class provides a set of service independent QoS 
attributes (as shown in Figure 4.4). A sample set of service specific QoS attributes 
for a simple media domain is also shown in Figure 4.4. However, it has to be noted 
that this list is not intended to provide a complete set of relevant QoS attributes for 
an SOC environment. It is an example set to demonstrate how QoS attributes can be 
incorporated into the Quality schema. Many other QoS attributes can form part of 
the Q u a lity  class, and in the real world these would depend on the requirements of 
a domain expert. The set of service independent QoS attributes shown in Figure 4.4 
are:
1. Availability: represents the degree that a service can be utilised at a specified
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time. The availability category consist of two attributes, TimeAvailable and 
TotalTime. The function for computing the value for availability is:
Availability = /(TimeAvailable, TotalTime)
2. R esponse tim e: is the round-trip time between sending a request and receiving 
the response. It is computed as:
Responsetime = /(S ta rtT im e, Endtime)
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where StartTime is the time at which the request was sent, and EndTime is the 
time a response was received by the user.
3. Total Request: specifies the total number of successful and unsuccessful re­
quests served in a given time period. A successful completion is one where the 
response is what the user expected. Its formula is:
TotalRequest = f  (SuccessfulCompletion, UnSuccessfulCompletion)
4. Performance: is measured in terms of total request and response time. Higher 
total request and lower response time values represent good performance of a 
service. The performance function is
Perform ance = f  (Responsetime, Total Request)
5. Reliability: represents the probability tha t a service will succeed in answering 
a request, it promised within a particular response time. Reliability is measured 
by the number of successful completions for a service within the response time. 
It is calculated as:
Reliability = /(TotalRequest, Success fulCom pletion)
6. R obustness: represents the degree to which a service can carry out the func­
tions properly under abnormal circumstances, such as when it is given invalid 
inputs [201].
7. Capacity: is the size/quantity of resources a service can provide in a given 
time period [66].
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8. Scalability: represents a service’s ability to either handle the increasing amounts 
of work in a graceful manner, or be readily adjusted [201].
9. Integrity: is measured by whether the transferred data between service and 
user is modified in transit [179].
Figure 4.4 also shows domain specific QoS attributes for the media domain, namely:
1. H TM L N ew s C ontent Accuracy: Accuracy is the degree to which the data 
provided correctly reflects the real world objects or events being described [54].
2. V ideo C ontent Frame Rate: A frame is one of the many still images which 
compose the complete video. The frame rate is the measurement of the fre­
quency (rate) at which a video content produces unique consecutive frames 
[201].
4.2 .3  C reating Service A dvertisem ents and Service R equests  
w ith  QoS
In this section we describe how service advertisements and requests are created 
based on our proposed Quality and Service schemas. The concepts relevant to ad­
vertisements and requests are described with an example based on the multimedia 
scenario presented in Section 3.2. SPs and SRs create advertisements and requests 
by performing two common steps. Firstly, the service schema is used to describe the 
service name, service category and functional properties of the services. Secondly, the 
quality schema is used to describe different QoS attributes. It is worth noting that
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SPs and SRs do not have to specify values for all QoS attributes that are listed in 
the quality schema. If a QoS attribute is unspecified, it is treated as unknown.
Service A dvertisem ent
Figure 4.5 is an example advertisement for an SP. The details of the concepts 
necessary to define an advertisement template are:
Schemas
Advertisement
element
Service
Description
elements
(MovieService)
Service
Description
elements
(Newsservice)
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xm In s: rdf s - 'http://www. w3. org/2000/01 /rdf-sch ema#" 
xmlns:service=’'http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/con oise/schemas/service#" 
j  xmlns:profiie-'http://www.cs.cf.ac.Uk/conoise/schemas/profile#" 
xmlnsquality='‘http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/schemas/quality#" 
xmlns:media="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/schemas/media#" 
xmlns:advertisement="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/schemas/advertisement#"
 ^ xml:base=Mhttp://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SP1advert#">
<advertisement:Advertisement rdf:about=‘‘SP1">
<advertisement:productAdvertised rdf:resource=nhttp://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SP1 advert#SP1 MovieService" /> 
<advertisement:productAdvertised rdf:resource="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SP1 advert#SP1 Newsservice" /> 
</advertisement:Advertisement>
<media:VideoContent rdf:about=Mhttp://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SP 1 advert#SP 1 MovieService'^
<profile :serviceName>Service Provider 1 Movie Service</profile:serviceName>
<profite:textDescription>This service provides movies on demand</profile1extDescription> 
<profile:fipaName>SP1@protm:15551/JADE</profile:fipaName>
< profile 1ipaAddress> http://protm.cs.cf.ac.uk: 15552/acc</profile:fipaAddress>
<media:mediaStyle rdf:resource="media:scienceFiction" />
<media:frameRate rdf:resource="media:24fps“ />
equality:availability rdf:resource="quality:7DaysAweek" />
<qualrty:reliability rdf:resource="quality:99Percent" />
L </media:VideoContent>
- <media:HTMLContent rdf:about=Mhttp://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SP1advert#SP1NewsService">
<profile:serviceName>Service Provider 1 News Service</profile:serviceName>
<profile1extDescriptk>n>This service provides news in HTML</profile:textDescription>
<profile:fipaName>SP1 @protm: 15551/JADE</profile:fipaName>
<profilefipaAddress>http://protm.cs.card iff.ac.uk: 15552/acc</profile:fipaAddress>
<media:mediaStyle rdf:resource="media:news" />
<quality:availability rdf:resource="quality:7DaysAweek“ />
 ^ </media:HTMLContent>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 4.5: Service Advertisement Template
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•  Schemas: The start of any advertisement consists of a collection of references 
to the schemas used to define the various elements in the service advertise­
ment. These references include a service profile, a domain specific and a quality 
schema.
• Advertisement element: This is the first element of the advertisement template. 
W ithin this element an SP lists one or more services on offer. It is required 
tha t each service offer, is identified by a unique name. A common approach 
to specifying this unique name is by using URIs as shown in Figure 4.5, e.g., 
http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SPladvert#SPlMovieService.
• Service Description elements: Each service offered within the advertisement 
element is described in detail using a sequence of statements. This sequence 
constitutes a service’s description. The top element of a service description is 
the service class name from the domain specific schema, e.g., Video Content 
from the media service schema. The service description includes three important 
parts:
— service profile elements such as service name, text description, fipa name 
and fipa address,
— any service specific functional attributes, e.g., media style of type “science 
fiction” , and
— QoS guarantees the SP is prepared to offer with this service. The QoS 
information can include reference to service specific QoS attributes (e.g., 
frameRate) and service independent QoS attributes (e.g., availability).
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Once a service advertisement is created it is sent to the YP agent for registration. It 
is important to note that the representation units of the QoS attribute values within 
the advertisement template are not specified in the advertisement although, some 
are represented with a numerical value such as a frameRate of 24fps and some are 
represented using a unit of days (e.g., availability). It is assumed that such domain 
dependent measurement units are predefined within service and quality schemas. This 
means these schemas must hold definitions of the possible units of representation for 
attributes. Thus, based on the schemas, the YP agent can interpret service adver­
tisements.
Service R equest
Creating a service request for an SR involves the use of the service and quality 
schemas. An example service request is shown in Figure 4.6. The request template 
consists of:
•  the request element that allows the YP agent to identify and process the request 
appropriately, and
• the service requirement.
Each of these elements consists of a sequence of statements that state the capabil­
ity requirements for a service. The top element of the s e rv ic e  requirem ent is the 
service class name from the domain specific schema, e.g., Video Content from the 
media service schema. The capability requirements include two parts:
•  requirements for service specific functional attributes, e.g., media style of type 
science fiction, and
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• quality requirements for a given service request, e.g., reliability of 90 percent.
Schemas
Request
element
Service
Requirement
elements
(MovieService)
Service
Requirement
elements
(Newsservice)
Figure 4.6: Service request with QoS
It is important to note that the QoS attribute value in a service request message 
represents, the threshold value an SR is prepared to accept for this property (mini­
mum value for positive and maximum value for negative type attributes). Any QoS 
attribute value in the service advertisement that is either equal or higher (lower in the 
case of negative attribute type) than that of the service request is treated as meeting 
the SR’s needs. Finally, once created, service requests are sent to the YP agent for 
matchmaking.
<rdf:RDF xmlns rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns: rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01 /rdf-schema#"
J xmlns:quality="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/schemas/quality#" 
xmlns:media="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/schemas/media#" 
xmlns:request="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/schemas/request#“
 ^ xml:base="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SR1 request#">
<request: Request rdf:about="SR1">
<request:productRequested rdf: resource="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SR1 request#MovieService" /> 
<request:productRequested rdf:resource="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SRl request#NewsService" /> 
</request:Request>
<media:VideoContent rdfabout-‘http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/samples/SRl request#MovieService">
<media:mediaStyle rdf:resource="media:scienceFiction" />
<media:frameRate rdf:resource=”media:24fps” /><
<quality:availability rdf resource="quality:7DaysAweek" />
<quality:reliability rd fresource-'quality:90Percenf t>
. </media:VideoContent>
<media:HTMLContent rdf:about="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/conoise/sampies/SR1 request#NewsService”>
<media:mediaStyle rdf resource="media:news" />
<quality:availability rdf resource="quality:7DaysAweek“ />
- </media:HTMLContent>
</rdf:RDF>
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4.3 Matchmaking
Matching a service request with advertisements is performed by the YP agent. In 
this section, we explain how this is done. Suppose we have a set of advertised services 
A  and a service request R, respectively, where
A  = {s“, s“, . . . ,  s“} R  = { sj, s£,. . . ,  srk}
where each sf  (1 <  i < n) is an advertised service and each Sj (1 <  j  < k) is a 
requested service. Note that a single service request may ask for several services.
For matchmaking purposes, we assume that an advertised service (sa) and a re­
quested service (sr ) are represented as follows:
sa =  (sra, sp, f s ,  qs) sr = (sn, f s ,  qs)
where sn  is the service name, sp is the service provider, f s  is the set of functional 
specifications and qs is the set of QoS specifications. We refer to these components 
using the notation, that is, sa.sn refers to the service name of sa.
Our matchmaking task is to find a set of SPs who offer services that will match 
any subset of R. That is, we search for
M  = K  | a? >: R! C R, 1 <  i < n)
where s“ >: R' denotes that s“ provides a service that satisfies the functional and QoS 
requirements of each sr G R '. The following steps describe how M  is found.
1. Determine which advertisements are relevant to R. This is not simply a pro­
cess of comparing s^.sn to Sj.sn. Since our service schema organises classes
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of services as a hierarchy, it is necessary to traverse the service schema hierar­
chy. For example, the schema given in Figure 4.3 defines VideoContent and 
HTMLContent as two sub-classes of Multimedia. If an SP advertises it offers 
a Multimedia service, then this SP is considered to offer both VideoContent 
and HTMLContent services together. Thus, to search for SPs who can provide 
VideoContent and HTMLContent services, it is necessary to consider advertise­
ments that offer Multimedia services too. The following procedure explains 
how this is performed by the YP component.
input A = {s“, $2, • • • ? s“}, ft ~  ( s i 5 s2 i • • • > sJ}j ont — service schema
output Rel C A
1 Rel = 0
2 for each srj (1 < j  < k)
3 Rel = Rel U {sf.sp \ s f.sn  = Sj.sn , 1 <  i < n}
4 P = srj
5 while (p ^  null)
6 p = getParentClass(p , ont)
7 S  = {s“ | sf.sn = p, 1 <  i < n}
8 for each s G S
9 c = getComponentSer vices (s)
10 Rel = Rel U {s“.sp | c C i?, sf.sn  = p}
11 return Rel
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The YP component will first find all the advertisements that have the same 
service names as those requested (line 3). Then, the YP component recursively 
traverses up the service schema hierarchy (line 6) to find those services tha t are 
more general than but contain component services that are requested in R  
(lines 9 & 10) and do not contain other non-requested services. This “no more 
than required” restriction is necessary because currently we assume that an 
advertised service must be taken in its entirety. For example, one is not allowed 
to take the HTMLContent service alone from an SP if it has advertised to offer 
M ultim edia services which are not needed. Clearly, SPs who offer more services 
than necessary (and perhaps therefore will charge more) are undesirable.
2. Determine which advertisements meet functional requirements. In this step, 
the functional requirements specified in each sr G R  are used to determine 
which advertised services that the YP component discovered in Step 1 must 
not be returned to the SR. That is, the YP component performs the following 
algorithm:
input Rel = {s“, s“, . . . ,  s j j ,  R  =  {sj, s j , . . . ,  srk} 
output R F  C Rel
1 R F  = 0
2 for each sj (1 < j  < k)
3 R F  = R F  U {sf.sp  | sf.sn  = Sj.sn, s f . f s  > sVj . f s , 1 <  i < m}
4 return R F
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where s^ .fs  > srj . f s  expresses that advertised functionality (s“./s )  must be 
equal to or better than the requested (s j.fs).  For example, if the SR requires 
Media s ty le  = scien ce  f ic t io n ,  then movie service advertisements that of­
fer cartoons will be disregarded at this stage. This is a fairly straightforward 
process. If no advertisements can be found, the YP component will send a 
f a i l e d  message to the SR.
3. Determine which advertisements meet QoS requirements. This is similar to Step 
2, except that the conditions for matching are different. Assume that qa G s°;.qs 
is one of the advertised qualities for sf  and qr G s^.qs is one of the requested 
qualities for Sj. The YP component will match qa with qr according to:
advertised (qa) requested (qr) matching condition
specified
specified
unspecified
specified
unspecified
specified
qa > qr 
matching 
matching
That is, if either qa or qr is unspecified, then the YP agent considers the two 
qualities unconditionally matching. This is justified because they represent the 
cases where either the SR is not interested in some QoS property or situations 
where it is uncertain whether its QoS requirements can be met or not and this 
cannot be verified. At the end of this step, any advertisements that do not meet 
the required QoS properties will be dropped from the RF, and the details of 
SPs for the remaining advertisements are returned to the SR.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented an approach to incorporating QoS specifications into 
service discovery. In our approach we created an extended service description, to 
allow SPs and SRs to advertise and request services with both functional and QoS 
requirements. We also described a matchmaking algorithm that allows SRs to find 
requested services. It is important to note that the presented service and quality 
classes in this chapter are not fixed schemas. They can be created and modified as 
required, without affecting the underlying service discovery mechanism. Thus, our 
approach provides an extensible, dynamic service discovery in an open, distributed 
computing environment.
This chapter explained how the YP component performs matchmaking between 
advertised and requested services during the service discovery step of our QoS model. 
As our model also has a second step, the service selection step, the SR may use the 
QoS component in the selection step to establish what can really be expected from the 
SPs returned by the YP component. This is particularly useful in cases where some 
SPs cannot be trusted or some QoS requirements specified by the SR are unspecified 
by the SPs. The QoS component can in such cases help to establish some “facts” 
about the “unknowns” , based on other users’ experience with the services. In the 
next chapter we will present our solution to QoS assessment and selection.
Chapter 5
Incorporating QoS in Service 
Selection
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the problem of incorporating quality of service (QoS) 
assessment in the service selection. This is an important problem to consider because, 
just like in any other business environment, it is possible that SPs may not provide 
what they promise. It is essential, therefore, that an SR agent should select a service 
that not only meets the quality preference requirements based on the SP’s service 
advertisement, but also one that has a proven track record.
The ability to perform service selection is critical if we are to realise the potential of 
the SOC paradigm. Many techniques have been proposed for calculating the quality 
of a service, and they do so typically by collecting quality ratings from the users of 
the service, then combining them in some way to derive the quality of the service. We
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argue that collecting quality ratings alone from the users is not sufficient for deriving 
a reliable and accurate quality measure for a service. This is because different users 
often have different expectations on the quality of a service and their ratings tend to 
be closely related to these expectations, i.e., how their expectations are met. In this 
chapter, we describe our quality of service assessment approach which incorporates 
user expectations. That is, we collect expectations as well as ratings from the users 
of a service, then calculate the quality of the service using only the ratings that have 
similar expectations.
To illustrate this, consider an example based on the multimedia scenario intro­
duced in Chapter 3. Suppose that we have three SPs (SP1, SP2 , SP3) who offer 
a multimedia movie service to PDA or mobile phone users. Suppose also that there 
are six SRs (SRI, .. , SR6) who have used the services, and each of them has been 
asked to rate the quality of the service he or she has received in terms of movie frame 
rate. Table 5.1 shows the quality ratings collected from the six SRs, where ratings 
are expressed as real numbers in [0,1] with 0 representing the most unsatisfactory 
quality and 1 the most satisfactory. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that 
the aggregate quality rating for each SP is derived by combining the individual rat­
ings using a simple arithmetic average. So according to Table 5.1, SP2 offers the best 
service with respect to movie frame rate.
While various methods may be employed to aggregate the collected ratings more 
rationally, for example, using a weighted average so that the reputation or trust of the 
user may be taken into account [127, 208], this approach to quality rating calculation 
suffers from two fundamental weaknesses:
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Table 5.1: Collected Quality Ratings
SRs
SP1
frame rate
SP2
frame rate
SP3
frame rate
SRI 0.3 0.3
SR2 0.8 0.9
SR3 0.3 1.0
SR4 0.8
SR5 0.5 0.1
SR6 0.6 0.3
Aggregate rating 0.50 0.67 0.47
•  First, users are invited to rate a service in “absolute” terms, e.g., 0.3 or 0.8 out 
of 1.0 in our example. Such quality ratings may not be very meaningful or can 
even be misleading in some cases, because the context within which the ratings 
are derived is not known. For example, SRI rated SP1 low perhaps because 
S P l’s movie frame rate was not fast enough for her, but this does not necessarily 
mean that the same frame rate is not good enough quality for a different SR, 
e.g., SR2.
•  Second, the aggregate quality rating for a service is derived “statically” using 
all the ratings collected from the SRs. This does not take into account the fact 
that some of the ratings may not be relevant to a particular quality assessment 
request. For example, if the current request was to assess the quality of SP1, 
SP2 and SP3 in terms of their ability to stream movies at 16 frames per second 
(fps), then SR6’s rating should not be included in the quality calculation, since 
SR6 had expected a minimum of 30 fps from SP2 and clearly SR6 would not 
be satisfied with frame rate of 16.
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In this chapter, we address these two problems by introducing a new model for 
collecting and calculating QoS “relatively” . That is, we attem pt to collect from service 
users QoS ratings as well as their expectations on QoS, so that we can measure QoS in 
relative terms, i.e., how well a delivered service meets the user’s expectations. Based 
on user expectations, we also propose to calculate the quality of a service dynamically 
at the time a request for QoS assessment is made, and use only the ratings that have 
similar expectations.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 describes representation 
of QoS expectations for the purpose of quality assessment in an SOC environment. 
Section 5.3 discusses how user expectation is collected and QoS rating calculated 
by the QoS agent. We give an example to show that our approach results in a 
more accurate and meaningful measure for quality of service. Finally, Section 5.4 
summarises this chapter.
5.2 Expectation based Quality of Service Assess­
ment
To support dynamic and automated service selection, it is essential to understand 
what service quality assessment actually entails. As discussed in Chapter 2, different 
views exist in different studies and there are different perspectives of what it is [36, 
86, 103, 124, 139, 188]. The following three views are, however, most common:
• Quality as Functionality. This view considers quality assessment in terms of the 
amount of functionality that a service can offer to its users. For example, if an
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SP (e.g., SP1) allows you to select different positions of cameras from which you 
may watch a football game, and if this functionality is not provided by other 
SPs (e.g., SP2 or SP3), then SP1 can be considered as offering a better quality 
than SP2 and SP3 do if this feature is required.
•  Quality as Conformance. This view sees quality assessment as being synony­
mous with meeting the specifications given. For example, if SP1 specified in its 
service agreement that it would provide 1 M b/s bandwidth for its movie service 
and SP1 did provide users with 1 M b/s bandwidth (or more) at all times in its 
operation, then SP1 is usually considered as offering good quality of service.
•  Quality as Reputation. This view links quality assessment to a user’s perception 
of a service in general. It is worth noting that this perception is typically built 
over the time of the service’s existence. For example, a well-established movie 
service may be considered as offering good quality to its users by the public in 
general, due to its reputation built over many years as a movie service provider. 
In other words, this view recognises quality as an innate excellence and reflects 
the belief that though style and taste may change, there is something enduring 
about a high quality service.
These different views of quality require QoS to be measured differently depending on 
the view required. Quality as functionality characterises the design of a service and 
can only be measured by comparing the service against other services that offer similar 
functionality. Quality as conformance, on the other hand, can be measured for each 
service individually, but requires the actual experience of using the service in order
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to measure the delivery against a set standard. Finally, reputation can be regarded 
as a reference to a service’s consistency over time in offering both functionality and 
conformance qualities, and can therefore be measured through these two types of 
quality over time.
Having explored these different views of quality, it is worth noting the following 
two points. First, each view defines some meaningful and plausible aspect of quality, 
but none of them is in fact a complete measure of it. For example, measuring quality 
as conformance alone would suggest that two services are of equal quality if they have 
equal conformance, regardless of whether one might offer more functionality than the 
other. Such a measure of quality is obviously incomplete. Thus, it is important 
to understand an assessment of quality in context. Second, the above views define 
quality, but do not suggest what constitutes a high quality. For example, although 
functionality is considered as a measure of quality, it does not necessarily imply that 
the more the functionality, the higher the quality. Whether a particular service offers 
good quality or not can be highly dependent upon an individual’s quality preference 
and current requirements.
In an SOC environment, it is most relevant to consider how quality as confor­
mance may be monitored and calculated [49]. In this thesis, therefore, we adopt 
the conformance view of QoS. More formally, we define conformance based QoS as 
follows.
D efin ition  1 Let S  be a service and A\, A 2 , . . . ,  A n be a set of attributes that describe 
S  and with which we will assess the quality for S. Assume that for each Ai, A? is 
the advertised quality (or the quality that the SP promised to offer), and A f  is the
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delivered quality (or the actual quality that the SP delivered). Then the QoS for Ai is 
given by
QAi =  f (A ° ,A f )
where f  is a function that calculates the conformance between A f and Af.
The above definition captures the notion of conformance generically, but does not 
specify how A f  and A f  may be obtained and Qa{ calculated. In practice, it may not 
be realistic to expect every Ai to have an A f  value specified by the SP, and its A f  
value monitored by the SR and Qa{ calculated by the system automatically. Often, 
we need user feedback to help assess the quality of a service.
While the need to involve users in QoS assessment is well recognized, existing 
methods tend to collect quality ratings (Qa{) only from the users (as discussed in 
Chapter 2). This is inadequate if we wish to measure quality as conformance according 
to Definition 1. In this thesis, we propose to collect “fuller” ratings from the users 
for QoS assessment.
D efin ition  2 Let U be an SR and Ai be an attribute of a service S. A quality rating 
on Ai by U is a triple
(E{Ai) ,P (A i) ,R (A i))
where E^Af) represents the quality that U expects from A i} P(Ai) the actual quality 
of Ai perceived or experienced by U after using S, and R(Ai) the quality rating that 
U gives to Ai.
Collecting (E {A i) ,P {A i)1R (A i)) from the SR can perhaps be considered as a 
way of materialising the conformance calculation function introduced in Definition 1.
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Instead of relying completely on the system for monitoring A f  and calculating Qa, , we 
allow P(Ai) and R(Ai) to be obtained from the SR too. The use of E(Ai) represents a 
shift from using SP advertised values to SR expectations on quality in QoS calculation. 
This is significant. While some correlation between A f  and E(Ai) can be expected 
- SRs are likely to be influenced by advertising in forming their expectations, it 
is important to realise expectations are not solely based on advertisement. Other 
factors, such as the SR’s past experience with the service, the price the SR is paying 
for the service, or the recommendation by a friend for the service can all influence 
the SR in forming her expectation on the quality of the service. Thus, by including 
SR expectations as part of the SR rating on a service, we can hope to interpret such 
ratings more meaningfully.
To explain how the proposed QoS assessment model works, consider the multi- 
media scenario we introduced in Table 5.1 again. Suppose that we still ask the six 
users to rate the three movie services in terms of frame rate, /r, but this time use 
the expectation model, we introduced here. Assuming that we represent jE7(fr), P(fr) 
and R (fr) all as real numbers in [0,1], Table 5.2 shows the ratings collected from the 
users, where each entry represents a (£(fr), P(fr), P(fr)) triple.
Table 5.2: Expectation based Quality Ratings
Users
SP1
(£(fr),P (fr),P (fr))
SP2
(£(fr),P (fr),R (fr))
SP3
<P(fr),P(fr),P(fr)>
SRI < 0.9,0.7,0.3 > < 0.7,0.5,0.3 >
SR2 < 0.4,0.4,0.8 > < 0.5,0.5,0.9 >
SR3 < 0.8,0.6,0.3 > < 0.4,0.5,1.0 >
SR4 < 0.6,0.6,0.8 >
SR5 < 0.9,0.7,0.5 > < 0.9,0.5,0.1 >
SR6 < 0.9,0.7,0.6 > < 0.7,0.5,0.3 >
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How a user arrived at a particular rating may never be known to us, but it is 
interesting to speculate what the ratings shown in Table 5.2 might suggest. The 
majority of the users of SP1 and SP3 seem to have high expectations (probably as 
a result of some effective recommendations or advertising effort), but do not seem to 
get what they expect (perhaps due to the unexpected level of business that SP1 and 
SP3 have achieved due to these factors). SP2, on the other hand, is the opposite: 
SRs do not have high expectations but are generally satisfied with the service. In the 
following section, we show how this difference in expectation is taken into account 
when assessing QoS for services.
5.3 Collecting and Calculating QoS Ratings
In Section 3.3, the QoS agent was introduced and its role in service selection was 
discussed. This section discusses the rating collection and calculation functionalities 
of the QoS agent. The architecture view of the QoS agent is shown in Figure 5.1.
Q o S  A g e n t
Rating
Calculator
Rating
Collector
<Er(A): <E(A),P(A),R(A):
Service Requester 
(QoS A ssessm ent)
Service Requester 
(Feedback)
Rating
Repository
Figure 5.1: The System Architecture of the QoS Agent
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5.3.1 T he R ating  C ollector
As discussed in Section 3.5.1, the Rating Collector is responsible for collecting 
QoS related information from SR agents. It is worth noting that in the previous 
discussion, we implicitly assumed that the SR agent will notify the Rating Collector 
of QoS usage information in the format of E (A ), P(A)  and R(A). There are different 
methods tha t may be used to establish E (A ), P(A) and R{A) values and these are 
not covered here, as we assume they are available. This is a realistic assumption as 
online reviews have become increasingly popular as a way to judge and share the 
quality of various services [53, 8, 181]. In the following we describe how an SR will 
establish E (A ), P(A)  and R(A)  using the multimedia scenario.
•  The user will be asked to specify an E(A)  value, which may reflect the influences 
caused by the service advertisement, the user’s own experience with the service 
or some recommendation from a third party.
•  The user will be asked to specify a P{A) value, which will reflect the user’s 
service usage experience. A user may establish the value of P(A)  in a number 
of ways, depending on the type of quality attribute in question. Some may be 
measured by monitoring tools (e.g., frame rate of a movie service), some by 
more complex systems (e.g., sound quality) and others based on the user’s own 
personal judgement (e.g., level of detail of news).
•  The user will be asked to specify a R(A)  value, which reflects the user’s degree 
of satisfaction with the service. A user may establish the R(A) value from E(A)  
and P(A). For example, if F'fframe rate) =  24 and P(frame rate) =  22, then
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P( frame rate) may be calculated using the following formula:
_ P( f r ame rate) . 22
Pfframe rate) =  mini  1, ——------------ r) =  m in ll ,  — ) =  0.92
v '  v P(frame rate) v 247
5.3.2 T he R ating  C alculator
As discussed in Section 3.5.3, the Rating Calculator is responsible for calculating 
the QoS value from the collected ratings. To aggregate individual ratings into an 
overall assessment of the quality for a given service S', two calculations are necessary:
1. combining individual ratings for each attribute A* of S  into an aggregate rating 
for and
2. combining the ratings for individual Ai s into an overall rating for S.
Currently, we treat all quality attributes of a service as of equal importance and 
the overall rating for S  is derived by a simple average of the individual ratings for 
its attributes. But it is possible to consider a weighted average so that the fact that 
some attributes are more significant than others may be taken into account [121].
How to combine individual ratings for each Ai into a single aggregate rating, 
needs some further explanation. In contrast to many existing methods which simply 
aggregate all of the collected ratings on A*, our approach is to selectively aggregate 
only the ratings that have similar expectations. That is, we allow a quality assessment 
request R  to specify a quality expectation on Ai, E r (Ai), and derive an aggregate 
quality rating for Ai by using only the ratings in the Rating Repository that have 
similar expectations to En(Ai). More specifically,
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• If R  does not specify any quality expectation on Ai, then Q(Ai), the quality 
rating for Ai, is
k
Q(Ai) = 'Y ^w j x  Rj(Ai) 
j=i
where Rj(Ai)  is user f  s rating on Ai and Wj is a weight. This is equivalent to the 
majority of existing approaches to quality calculation, where the overall rating 
for Ai is a weighted sum of the individual ratings, and the weights are used to 
allow factors such as reputation or trust to be taken into account [127, 208].
• If R  specifies a quality expectation E R(Ai) = a  £ [0,1] on Ai, i.e., the quality 
expectation on Ai is a, then
m
Q(Ai) =  X  i J ' ( A )
j=1
where Rj(Ai)  is the rating element of (Ej(A), Pj(A), Rj(A)) in the Rating 
Repository whose corresponding expectation element Ej(Ai) is similar to E R(Ai) 
=  a. In this section, we use a range based criterion for determining whether 
the two are similar: E ’-(Ai) and E R(Ai) = a  are compatible or similar if 
\Ej(Ai) — aj < 6 ,  where 6 is a constant. More complex forms of similarity 
test are possible, for example, by specifying quality expectations as “ranges” 
over [0,1] (instead of points) and by allowing fuzzy matching between one or 
more Ej(Ai)s  and E R{Ai)s.
By aggregating individual quality ratings dynamically at the time when a QoS 
assessment request is made and by comparing the raters’ and the requester’s ex­
pectations on qualities, our approach is able to calculate QoS in “context” , that is,
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to use the ratings which are actually relevant to the context within which the QoS 
assessment request is made.
Now consider our multimedia example and Table 5.2 again. Suppose that the QoS 
agent has been asked to assess QoS for all three SPs in terms of frame rate, given 
E R(ir) = unspecified, E R(fr) =  0.5 and E R{fr) =  0.8, respectively. Assuming that we 
have 5 = 0.1, the result of the calculation by the QoS agent is given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Calculated Quality Ratings for SPs
Expectation SP1 SP2 SP3
E r ^ t) =  unspecified 0.50 0.67 0.47
E R(fr) = 0.5 0.80 0.85 1.00
E r {fr) -  0.8 0.43 0.30 0.20
As can be seen from Table 5.3, the quality ratings for SPs can vary with respect to 
expectations. For example, when the expectation is ^ ( f r )  =  0.5, SP3 emerges as the 
best service provider, whereas when the expectation is changed to £7?(fr) =  0.8, we 
have SP1 as the best. This is in contrast to conventional approach to QoS assessment 
in SOC that do not consider user expectations. This is equivalent to setting £5?(fr) =  
unspecified, resulting in SP2 being the best provider for all cases. Thus, our method 
gives a more meaningful rating for a service on a case-by-case basis. In Chapter 6, we 
will show through experiments that the approach proposed here can result in a more 
meaningful measure for quality of service.
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5.3.3 Fuzzy S im ilarity based QoS A ssessm ent
In Section 5.3.2 we presented a range based similarity assessment of expectations. 
However, there is a weakness associated with this approach to QoS assessment. QoS 
attributes may display some relationships among the attributes. For example, a 
high value on s e c u r i ty  is often linked to a lower d e liv e ry  time, and a higher 
value of com pleteness may be linked with a low p re c ise n e ss  value. Also some 
attributes are directly linked, for example, higher values of fram erate  and d isp lay  
s iz e  would mean a high value of bandwidth too. Similarity assessment needs to 
consider presence of such relationships so that relevant ratings are selected. For 
example, consider two QoS attributes, fram era te  and bandwidth, that are linked by a 
direct relationship, and assume that the SR’s expectations are E R(A framerate) =  24fp s  
and E R(AbandWidth) = 100 kbps. This would result in the rating with E'-{ fram er  ate) = 
24f p s  and Ej(bandwidth) = 2000kbps, to be used in assessment, as Ej(framerate)  =  
2Afps would match the expectation E R(A framerate) = 24fp s  perfectly. Here, even 
though the two attributes are related (i.e., a change in either of the attributes can 
affect the other), only the rating of one attribute (i.e., Rj( fram er  ate)) is selected. 
Therefore, such an expectation matching using a single attribute would be inaccurate.
We propose to address this issue by introducing a fuzzy based [101] similarity 
assessment that calculates similarity for a group of “related” QoS attributes. In the 
following we describe how a fuzzy based assessment can be made and compare this 
to the range based approach.
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QoS R ating C alculation based on Fuzzy A ssessm ent
As QoS attributes can have some relationships among them and can influence 
each other, we introduce the concept of QoS attribute group which is a set of related 
attributes. A QoS attribute group is: G = {Ai, A 2 : An}, where A i , . . . ,  A n are 
the related QoS attributes. The aggregated quality rating Q(G) for G is derived by a 
slightly modified formula from the one described in Section 5.3.2. More specifically, 
if an S R  specifies a quality expectation E R(G) = {E r (A i ), ER(A2) , . . . ,  E R(An)}
Z™ SimScore  x R'AG)
Q{G)= ZU Sim Se ore 3 ^
where Rj(G) is an average of user j ’s ratings on the attributes of G and SimScore  
is the corresponding similarity score, indicating “how similar” E'-(G) is to ER(G). 
Ej(G) is user j ’s quality expectations on the attributes of G. As part of the quality 
assessment, a threshold value can be set for SimScore  to include only the corre­
sponding Rj(G) that either equals or exceeds the threshold value. In the following 
we describe how a simple fuzzy based similarity assessment can be used to determine 
the similarity score (SimScore). For ease of presentation, we use an example QoS 
attribute group to describe the fuzzy assessment approach based on the multimedia 
scenario.
Fuzzy R epresentation for Sim ilarity A ssessm ent
Suppose that we have a set of QoS attribute groups, Z  = {G i,G 2, . . . ,  Gn}. A QoS 
attribute group, performance (pf), for example, may consists of attributes response 
time(rt) and successful completion(sc). That is:
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Figure 5.3: Membership functions for
Gpf = {ArUA sc} (5.2)
The expectation on each attribute is mapped to a membership value (or degree 
of membership) in [0, 1] using a fuzzy membership function [96]. The membership 
functions of r t  and sc, for example, are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. 
Both are trapezoidal functions. As can be seen from Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the fuzzy 
sets for each attribute can be described as follows:
Art — slow , avg, f a s t
and,
A3C — |  low, high |
For example, an instance of response tim e =  0.8 will map to the fuzzy concept of 
high with a 100% membership. Note that each QoS attribute may be described by
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m concepts, for example, response tim e may be described by slow, average and fast 
and accuracy may be represented by accurate and inaccurate. Also, the member­
ship function used to represent a QoS attribute can vary, e.g., trapezoidal, gaussian, 
sigmoidal, or triangle [101] and how many and which membership functions to use 
are application dependent. Our decision to use the trapezoidal membership function 
is for simplicity, i.e., to demonstrate one way to realize fuzzy based QoS similarity 
assessment. It is possible to use other functions.
Using the above discussion on membership functions, we can formulate a vector 
fuzzy description of each QoS attribute group as:
M n(^i), ^ 12( ^ 1),
M2i(A2), P22 (^2)?
G =
• • •, • • • 5
Abm(i )(Ai ) ,  
l^ 2 m { 2 )  ( A 2) ,
\
(5.3)
where, /7i,/x2, • • • m represent the fuzzy concepts that describe attribute A. Note 
that, a default value zero is used for any missing values in the vector. Using Equation 
5.3 we can now describe the QoS attribute group perform ance (Gpf ), as follows, 
assuming that we have E R(Gpf) = {0.8,0.3} and the membership functions are as 
given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3:
E r (GpI) =
P ' s l o w i ^  1 0 * ^ ) 5  P 'a vera g e(p C  ? ^ - 8 ) 5  P f a s t f a i  0 - 8 )
 ^ P'lowi.'Ei 0.3), P'highix, 0.3), 0
(5.4)
/
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which is then:
0, 0, 1 '
E r (GpS) = (5.5)
\  0, 1, 0 J
In a similar manner, all the expectation values of the corresponding groups of at­
tributes in the rating repository are mapped to the fuzzy space using the defined 
membership functions.
Sim ilarity Score Calculation U sing Fuzzy Sim ilarity A ssessm ent
The proposed approach to calculating similarity score is based on using fuzzy 
similarity relations [213], which represent the degree of similarity between two fuzzy 
values from the same universal set U. The similarity score between two fuzzy sets for 
an attribute group is identified as:
c. , |(£ '(G )) -  (£«(G ))|
SimScore = 1  u i m n w  m  in \ \ \  I5-6)m ax((£j(G )), (Er (G)))
We use Equation 5.6 in Equation 5.1 to calculate an aggregated quality rating 
for a group. Now consider the following example. Suppose that the QoS agent 
has been asked to assess QoS for an SP in terms of performance, given E r (Gpj ) = 
ER,{{Art, A sc\) = {0.8,0.3} and a threshold value >  0.5. Note that, we have mapped 
ER(Gpf)  to values in the fuzzy space shown in Equation 5.5. Table 5.4 shows four 
expectations E '(A rt) and E'(A SC) of Ej(Gpf) in the Rating Repository. Each of these 
expectations is mapped to the fuzzy space in a similar manner and the result is given 
in Table 5.5. Finally, Equation 5.6 is used to calculate SimScore. For example, the 
SimScore  for SR2 is calculate by:
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SimScore = 1 ((l° ~  ° |} +  (l° '5 ~  ° l} +  (l° ‘5 ~  1'° l) +  ( |L ° ~  LQ|) +  (l° ~  ° l})
=  1 -
(0 +  0 .5+  1 .0+  1.0 +  0) 
(0 +  0.5 +  0.5 +  0 +  0)
2.5
=  1 - M
2.5
-  0.6
Table 5.4: Expectations
Rating Repository
in the Table 5.5: Mapping expectations to the fuzzy space
SRs E'{Art) E'{ASC)
SRI 0.9 0.2
SR2 0.7 0.4
SR3 0.8 0.9
SR4 0.7 0.9
SRs p for A rt p for A sc
Slow Average Fast Low H igh
SRI 0 0 1.0 1.0 0
SR2 0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0
SR3 0 0 1.0 0 1.0
SR4 0 0.5 0.5 0 1.0
SimScores for all the SRs are similarly calculated for the given Eft(Gpf)  and are 
shown in Table 5.6 1. Table 5.6 also shows the perceptions (P') and ratings (R') for 
A rt and A sc, and the aggregated ratings of the attribute group R'(Gpf)  for all the SRs. 
Based on the given threshold value of the SimScore , only the ratings of SRI and SR2 
are selected to calculate the aggregated quality rating for the attribute group Gpj. 
This demonstrates that the fuzzy quality assessment is capable of grouping related 
attributes together and selecting similar expectations.
Table 5.7 shows the aggregated results of the quality assessment for Gpf  based on 
range-based assessment. Assuming that we have 5 = 0.1 for range-based assessment, 
it can be seen from Table 5.4 that all the ratings have “similar” expectation values
to the requester’s expectation on response tim e (0.7 < E'(Art) < 0.9). Using the
1y/ represents the SimScore greater than or equal to the threshold value and * represents the 
ratings in the rating repository selected for QoS assessment
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Table 5.6: Fuzzy-based quality assessment
SRs A rt A Sc R ’(Gpf) SimScore Q(GPf)
P ' ( A t ) R '(Art) P '(ASC) R'(ASC)
SRI 0.8 0.9* 0.2 1.0* 0.95 I V
0.931SR2 0.7 1.0* 0.3 0.8* 0.9 0.6V
SR3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.33
SR4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.14
range based assessment, all the ratings of A rt are selected to provide an aggregated 
quality rating, Q(Art) =  0.55, as shown in Table 5.7 2). Here, it is interesting to 
observe tha t the perceptions and rating on A rt from SR3 and SR4 are very low, even 
though they have similar expectations to SRI and SR2 (see Table 5.4). The reason for 
this may be due to a lower than expected quality of A rt for those SRs, whereas SRI 
and SR2 received these as expected. The relationship between A rt and A sc may also 
have caused the fall in perception on A sc to reflect the fall in the A rt. The range-based 
assessment is not able to capture such effects, and thus penalizes a service provider by 
providing a lower Q(Gpf) even though the service provider is able to generally meet 
the expectation of Efi({Art, A sc\)  =  {0.8,0.3} (see Table 5.6 and 5.7). A fuzzy based 
assessment, on the other hand, does not suffer from this problem as which ratings to 
select from the rating repository is based on the similarity distance between the set 
of related attributes. This gives a more meaningful QoS assessment for services when
relationships exist between multiple attributes.
2* represents the ratings in the rating repository selected for QoS assessment
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Table 5.7: Range-based quality assessment
SRs Art A Sc Q(Gpf)
P '(Art) R '(Art) P '(ASC) R'(ASC)
SRI 0.8 0.9* 0.2 1.0*
0.725
SR2 0.7 1.0* 0.3 0.8*
SR3 0.3 0.2* 0.2 0.1
SR4 0.1 0.1* 0.2 0.1
Q(Ai) 0.55 0.9
5.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented a novel expectation based model for calculating QoS 
in an SOC environment, that met part of our research aims specified in Section 1.1. 
More specifically, it enabled consumers to assess the quality of a service before a de­
cision to use it is made, by allowing the QoS agent to determine the QoS rating for 
the service. This model is founded on the following basic observation: if A  rates the 
quality of S  as x , then this rating is only meaningful to B  if A  and B  have similar 
expectations for S. So instead of aggregating all the quality ratings collected from 
users of services, we propose to calculate QoS dynamically at the time a QoS assess­
ment request is made, and use only the ratings where similar expectations to that of 
the request have been noted. This can lead to more accurate and meaningful rating 
of QoS assessment. Fuzzy based approach was used to demonstrate the case where 
multiple attributes are related. The choice to use the fuzzy based approach instead 
of range based approach was because it aligned well with the requirement to map 
multiple attributes that are related as a group. The difference in QoS ratings pro­
duced using these QoS assessment methods was evaluated by comparing the accuracy 
of the ratings. This evaluation concluded that the fuzzy based approach would make
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a better candidate for QoS assessment in presence of multiple attributes tha t may be 
related.
In the next chapter we present an empirical evaluation of our proposed expectation 
based QoS assessment model, and verify our claim that incorporating expectations 
into QoS assessment can result in a more meaningful measure.
Chapter 6
Evaluation and R esults
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 discussed the service selection process that uses the expectation based 
assessment algorithms. To show that this approach can result in a more meaningful 
measure for QoS, we conducted two sets of experiments. The first set was designed 
to show that the expectation based model allows QoS ratings to be dynamically 
generated by matching expectations from historical QoS data with that of SRs ex­
pectations. As a result, a personalized QoS assessment is established for the SR. The 
second set of experiments was to show that the selection process is able to accurately 
identify and adapt to changes in delivered QoS. For example, we demonstrate services 
that provide constant QoS get selected often, while services, whose delivery of QoS 
deteriorates, are rejected often in the selection process.
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6.2 Experiment 1: Personalized QoS Assessment
A range of simulations were carried out for these experiments, and we used syn­
thetically generated QoS rating data throughout. In the following, we will first de­
scribe how the QoS data is generated, then analyse the experimental results and 
compare the outcomes with the non-expectation based approach to QoS assessment’s 
results.
6.2.1 QoS D ata  G eneration
Our experimental QoS rating data is generated in three steps. First, a set of 
values is generated to represent the actual QoS delivered by an SP w.r.t. an attribute 
A  over a period of time. We call this set of data the delivered QoS. We express a set 
of delivered QoS data as real numbers in [0,1] which represent the available quality 
range. A set of delivered QoS data can be generated to have specific “patterns” , so 
that they simulate some real world scenarios. For example, the set of data shown in 
Figure 6.1 exhibits a near constant QoS level (around 0.5), indicating a fairly stable 
delivery of service.
Next, we generate expectations, or the values for E(A),  for the given set of de­
livered QoS data. We generate three groups of expectations: (1) low expectations 
(which are below the delivered QoS), (2) average expectations (which are largely at 
the same level as the delivered QoS), and (3) high expectations (which are above 
the delivered QoS). For example, for the delivered QoS data given in Figure 6.1, we 
generate three sets of expectations around E(A) = 0.2, E(A) = 0.6 and E(A) = 0.9, 
as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: A Near Constant Delivery of QoS
Again, we express expectations as Real numbers in [0,1]. Each generated expec­
tation is linked to a single item in the delivered QoS data set. Note that we allow a 
range for variation in the generation of all three groups of expectations. This is to 
mirror the real world situation where people may have broadly similar expectations 
on a quality, but the individual expectations they have can still vary.
Finally, we generate ratings, or the values for R(A). We assume that delivered 
QoS is accurately observed by the users. That is, the values for P{A) in our ex­
periments are assumed to be the same as the delivered QoS. The ratings are then 
generated by using a function that takes an expectation and an associated item in 
the delivered QoS data set as its input, and performs the following calculation:
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rating G [0.0,0.4] if P(A) < E(A) — <5, where 6 is a constant 
rating G [0.4,0.6] if E(A)  — 6 < P{A) < E{A)  
rating G [0.6,1.0] if P(A) > E{A)
For example, for the delivered QoS data set given in Figure 6.1 and the expectations 
in Figure 6.2, we generate a set of ratings shown in Figure 6.3 (6 = 0.1). It is 
worth noting that without the expectation information, the distribution of the ratings 
appears to be rather random in Figure 6.3 and it is hard to see why a particular rating 
should be high or low. Yet a non-expectation based method will aggregate all the 
ratings in deriving an overall QoS rating, without taking this into account.
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Figure 6.3: Ratings Derived from the Delivered QoS and Expectations
6.2.2 A nalysis of R esu lts
We now describe the tests we performed and analyse the results. In addition to 
the near constant delivered QoS data set we introduced in Figure 6.1, we have also 
tested our method on two other cases representing fluctuating and gradually falling 
delivered QoS. These cases are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. These three cases allowed 
us to study the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed expectation based QoS 
calculation method in some realistic settings.
Effectiveness of QoS A ssessm ent
In the first set of experiments, we tested the effectiveness of our QoS assessment 
method on all three cases. Figure 6.6 shows the results of running our expectation 
based method on the near constant case, with ER{A) set to 0.2, 0.6 and 0.9, respec­
tively. For reference and comparison, we have also run a non-expectation based QoS
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Figure 6.5: A Falling Delivery of QoS
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calculation method (which simply averages all the ratings) on the same set of data, 
and included the result in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: QoS Assessment for the Near Constant Case
Figure 6.6 confirms what we expected that our expectation based assessment 
method delivers different QoS ratings for the same service for requesters who have 
different expectations (ER(A)). This is in contrast to the non-expectation based 
method which returns a fixed QoS verdict, implying that different requesters would 
all agree with this fixed assessment. This, in our view, is not entirely realistic in the 
real world. By producing ratings for requesters on a case by case basis, our method 
is more likely to produce ratings that are meaningful to and will be agreed by the 
individual requesters. Figure 6.7 shows the same runs of our experiments, but using 
the fluctuating delivered QoS data set as input.
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Figure 6.7: QoS Assessment for the Fluctuating Case
As can be seen, a fluctuating delivery of QoS had little impact on both expectation 
and non-expectation based assessment methods, except at the start of the experiment. 
This is because both methods average the individual ratings in assessment. If a differ­
ent method is adopted for aggregating the individual ratings, for example, counting 
the number of ratings dropping below a specified expectation, then a different result 
can be expected. However, it remains a fact that our expectation based method is 
able to deliver the ratings in context, i.e., different requesters have different ratings 
for the same service, depending on their expectations. In Figure 6.8, we show the 
result of our test on the expectation based method using the delivered QoS data set 
with a downward trend.
It is interesting to observe in Figure 6.8 that our expectation based method reacts
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Figure 6.8: Sensitivity to QoS Changes
to the gradual drop of QoS differently, when the requester’s expectations are different. 
For the requesters who have high expectations, this drop should affect their perception 
of the delivered QoS sooner. This is confirmed in Figure 6.8 which shows our method 
was able to pick up this fall much earlier than the non-expectation based one for this 
group of requesters. On the other hand, for requesters whose expectations are low, 
this gradual fall of QoS does not seem to have affected them as much. This again 
is understandable since as long as the QoS is above one’s expectation, any fall from 
a very high QoS level to a lesser one should not really change one’s view about the 
delivered QoS.
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Effect of Noise
In the previous tests, our method can be considered as being studied in an ideal 
situation. That is, each item in the generated delivered QoS data set is a true record 
of the delivered QoS, and each rating is a fair reflection of the delivered QoS. In 
practice, however, QoS monitoring and rating derivation processes will be subject to 
various types of error, particularly if humans are involved [87, 181, 88]. To simulate 
such situations, we have also tested our method with two types of noise introduced 
into the rating generation process.
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Figure 6.9: Near Constant Delivered QoS with Noise
w
In the first case, noise was introduced into the generation of delivered QoS. Such 
noise could be attributed to the errors in the QoS monitoring process. Figure 6.9 
shows the near constant delivered QoS again, but with a small amount of noise in­
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eluded. This kind of noise could obviously result in some distorted QoS ratings. 
Figure 6.10 shows the results of running both expectation and non-expectation based 
methods on the set of near constant delivered QoS data given in Figure 6.1, but with 
different percentages of noise introduced.
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Figure 6.10: Effect of introducing noise into the generation of delivered QoS on 
assessment
From Figure 6.10 it may be observed that our approach is fairly robust in response 
to noise. The range of noise introduced in the experiments does not seem to deviate 
QoS assessment in any significant way, and our method still clearly delivers different 
ratings for requesters who have different expectations. We therefore believe that the 
method, we propose here can be used in real-world applications where totally accurate 
rating collection cannot be guaranteed.
In the second case, noise was introduced into the generation of QoS ratings. That
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is, instead of following the rules given in Section 6.2.1 to generate all the ratings,
we allow a percentage of the ratings to be generated with a degree of randomness.
These randomly derived ratings can be regarded as representing some extremely harsh
or lenient evaluations. Figure 6.11 below shows the ratings generated for the near
constant delivered QoS, but with some noise introduced. Note that the introduced
noise is not observable or distinguishable in Figure 6.11. Again, this is realistic.
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Figure 6.11: Ratings for the Near Constant Delivered QoS with Noise
We then ran both expectation and non-expectation based methods on a set of 
near constant delivered QoS data with different percentages of noise introduced. The 
results are shown in Figure 6.12. Again, the results confirm that the expectation 
based approach is robust in relation to noise.
I
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Figure 6.12: Effect of introducing noise into the generation of QoS ratings on 
assessment
6.3 E xperim ent 2: D ynam ic se lection  o f Service  
Provider based on Service R eq uesters E xp ec­
ta tion
Ideally, the behaviour of SPs should be taken into account by QoS assessment 
algorithms. That is, the QoS assessment rating for an SP should change if the SP 
increases/decreases its QoS. Both the expectation and non-expectation based ap­
proaches should be able to detect changes in service behaviour, as both approaches 
use historical QoS rating data of a service for QoS assessment. However, we show 
that the expectation based approach is more effective in capturing and analysing the 
changes in service behaviour, by evaluating the accuracy of the expectation based
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approach in selecting SPs that best meet a SR’s expectations.
As in the first set of experiments we use synthetically generated QoS rating data. 
We also evaluate this using the data sets for constant and falling QoS and we describe 
how QoS data is generated, analyse the experimental results and compare them with 
the results for the non-expectation based approach to QoS assessment.
6.3.1 D ata  G eneration
As in the first set of experiments, we express a set of delivered QoS data as Real 
numbers in [0,1]. We generated three groups of 2 similar SPs with their delivered 
QoS displaying some specific patterns, which simulate some real world scenarios. For 
example, the sets of data shown in Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 exhibit three QoS 
levels: SP1 and SP2 at 0.1 - 0.3, SP3 and SP4 at 0.4 - 0.7 and SP5 and SP6 at 0.8 - 
1.0, respectively, all indicating a fairly stable delivery of service.
In addition to the near constant delivered QoS data set, we have also tested our 
method on a case representing gradually falling QoS. This case is shown in Figure 
6.16, where one of the SPs in each group in Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 has been 
set to have a gradual drop in QoS over a period of time. These two cases will allow 
us to study the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed expectation based QoS 
calculation method in some realistic settings.
We then generate three groups of expectations as before. For example, for the 
delivered QoS data given in Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15, we generate three sets 
of expectations around E(A)  =  0.2, E(A)  =  0.6 and E(A) = 0.9, as shown in 
Figure 6.2. Finally, the ratings are generated for services, similar to as discussed in
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Figure 6.14: QoS Data Generation for SP3 and SP4
first experiment.
6.3.2 R esu lts
The experiments are divided into two main blocks that correspond to two different 
scenarios. In the first scenario we consider SRs’ expectations that can be met by an
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SP. That is, the values for E R(A) in our experiments are generated within the QoS 
range that can be delivered by the SPs. This scenario will allow us to test and show 
how the expectation and non-expectation approach work in the ideal world. In the 
second scenario we allow a range of values for E R(A) to be generated, which may 
be higher or lower than the level the SPs can deliver. This is to mirror the real 
world situation where SPs may advertise/bid for higher/lower levels of QoS than 
they can deliver. We analyze the selection process using both the expectation and 
non-expectation based approaches.
SC EN A R IO  1 - SR ’s E xpectations can be m et by SPs
In the first set of experiments, we tried to establish a baseline for selecting services. 
We ran the service selection process using the near constant QoS delivery data sets 
(Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15) for the entire duration of the experiments. The results 
shown in Figure 6.17 were derived using the expectation based approach and the 
performance of non-expectation based approach is shown in Figure 6.18. In both 
approaches all SPs have an equal chance to be selected. This is as expected because 
all SPs maintained a constant QoS and should have an equally high QoS rating. Thus, 
in this case both the expectation and non-expectation approaches are equally good 
as they are able to appropriately assess SPs QoS and make effective selection.
Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 shows the results of experiments similar to Figure 6.17 
and Figure 6.18, but using the delivered QoS data set shown in Figure 6.16 with a 
downward trend.
In Figure 6.19 the experiment was conducted so that some SPs (SP2, SP4, and
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Figure 6.18: Non-expectation based approach: Service selection with near constant 
QoS delivery
SP6) gradually drop their delivered QoS. Figure 6.19 shows that for all three expec­
tations (E ( A ) =  0.2, E(A) = 0.6 and E{A) = 0.9), the selection process converges 
to the SPs that maintain constant QoS (SP1, SP3, and SP5), while services that
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Figure 6.19: Expectation based approach: Service selection with falling QoS
drop their QoS (SP2, SP4, and SP6) are avoided. It is interesting to observe from 
Figure 6.19 that the convergence for the expectation based approach is delayed until 
the 10th interval. This is because, as can be seen in Figure 6.16, the fall in QoS only 
happened after a period of time.
Figure 6.20 shows the selection process using the non-expectation based approach. 
For comparison with the expectation based approach we also ran the non-expectation 
approach with three expectation groups, but the user expectation does not play any 
role in the selection process. Here, the selection process, in time (after 10th interval), 
finds the SPs that maintained a constant QoS (SP1, SP3, and SP5), while SPs that 
dropped their QoS (SP2, SP4, and SP6) were not selected. This is similar to the 
expectation based approach. However, if looked at closely each expectation and the 
service selected for that expectation, the results are quite different. For example, for
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(E(A)  =  0.9) representing a relatively high expectation, SPs representing low and 
moderate QoS delivery (SP1 and SP3) were selected. This, as shown in Figure 6.20, 
would result in some users selecting services that would never be able to meet their 
expectations.
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Figure 6.20: Non-expectation based approach: Service selection with falling QoS
Note also, that for users with low expectation, for example E(A)  =  0.2, the 
non-expectation based approach, would not make a huge difference. This is under­
standable since as long as the QoS is above one’s expectation, this should not change 
one’s view about the delivered QoS.
S C E N A R IO  2 - SRs ex p ec ta tions m ay n o t be m et by SPs
In the first set of experiments a range of SRs expectation values were generated 
that were higher/lower to the level that can be delivered by the SPs and were ex­
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perimented with near constant QoS data sets. Figure 6.21 shows the results for this 
experiment.
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Figure 6.21: Expectation based approach: Service selection with near constant QoS
The results obtained in Figure 6.21 are very different to the ones shown in Fig­
ure 6.17 where user expectations were only generated within the SPs delivered QoS 
range. For requesters who have low expectations (E ( A ) =  0.2), the change allows 
them to now select SPs from all groups. Similarly, for the requesters whose expecta­
tions are moderate (E(A ) =  0.6), the change allows them to select either from SP3 
and SP4 or SP5 and SP6. On the other hand, for the requesters whose expectations 
are high (E ( A ) =  0.9), this change does not seem to have affected them as much. 
This reflects the real world scenario, where as long as the delivered QoS by an SP 
meets or exceeds one’s expectation it will be considered an appropriate selection. 
Figure 6.22 shows the experiment similar to that reported in Figure 6.21 but using
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the non-expectation based approach. In Figure 6.18 all SPs had an equal chance 
to be selected, when SPs provide constant QoS delivery. However, in Figure 6.22 
it can be seen that the case is quite different. The selection process is converged 
to only selecting from SP5 and SP6. This is due to the non-expectation approach 
penalizing SPs with low and moderate QoS delivery which do not meet certain SRs 
high expectations. Furthermore, since the non-expectation based approach averages 
all the past ratings, including ratings from expectations not required by the requester, 
the averages for SP1, SP2, SP3 and SP4 is always lower compared to that of SP5 
and SP6. This approach to selection will disadvantage many SPs, even when they 
are capable of meeting SRs expectations.
Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the results of experiments similar to those reported in 
Figures 6.21 and 6.22, but using the delivered QoS data sets with a downward trend.
As can be seen in Figure 6.23, SPs that maintained a constant QoS (SP1, SP3 and
r v m
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Figure 6.23: Expectation based approach: Service selection with falling QoS
SP5) got selected more often, while SPs that dropped their QoS levels (SP2,SP4 and 
SP6) were not so successful. Figure 6.23 shows that each expectation group converges 
to the better SP. It is interesting to observe from Figure 6.23 that our expectation 
based method reacts to the gradual drop of QoS differently when requesters’ expecta­
tions are different. For the requesters who have low expectations (E r (A) = 0.2), the 
QoS drop allows them to now select from all SPs. This again is understandable, since 
as long as the QoS is above one’s expectation, any fall from a very high QoS level to 
a lesser one should not really change one’s view about the delivered QoS. Similarly, 
for requesters whose expectations are moderate (ER(A) =  0.6), the fall in QoS now 
allows them to select either from SP3, SP4, SP5 and SP6. On the other hand, for 
requesters whose expectations are high (ER(A) = 0.9), this gradual fall does not seem 
to have affected them as much. This again is expected, as other SP groups could not
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meet the SRs expectation in this case. 
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Figure 6.24: Non-expectation based approach: Service selection with falling QoS
Figure 6.24 shows the experiment which is similar to that reported in Figure 6.23 
but uses the non-expectation based approach. In Figure 6.22 the falling QoS case 
resulted in convergence to SP5 and SP6. This, as we explained, was incorrect as it 
disadvantages many SPs, even when they are capable to meet users expectations. In 
Figure 6.24 similar results are shown, where the selection process converges to SP5. 
This shows that the non-expectation method is able to avoid SPs with falling QoS 
(SP2, SP4 and SP6) but also missed SPs that provide constant QoS (SP1 and SP3), 
which should have had an equal chance of being selected.
6.4 Fuzzy-based QoS assessm ent
In these experiments, we compare the Range-based QoS assessment algorithm to 
the Fuzzy-based QoS assessment introduced in Section 5.3.3. As in the first set of
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experiments, we express a set of delivered QoS data as real numbers in [0,1]. We 
generated six SPs (SP1 - SP6) with delivered QoS data on two QoS attributes dis­
playing some relationship. We generated near constant delivered QoS data sets for all 
SPs. For example, the sets of data shown in Figures 6.25 and 6.26 exhibit two QoS 
delivered levels for the attributes: A\ at 0.7 - 0.9 and A 2 at 0.2 - 0.4, respectively, all 
indicating a fairly stable delivery of service.
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Figure 6.25: QoS Data Generation for Attribute A\
Similar to the experiment shown in Figure 6.21, this experiment introduces a 
range of SRs expectations for each SP as part of the simulated QoS data. All QoS 
assessment experiments were performed with SRs expectations E(A \) = 0.8 and 
E (A 2) = 0.3.
We considered the following two QoS attribute relationship scenarios in the ex­
periments:
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1. QoS attributes are independent: The perception on one QoS attribute does not 
affect the perception and rating of other QoS attributes for the service; and
2. QoS attributes are related: The perception on one QoS attribute will have a 
direct impact on the perception and rating of related QoS attributes.
Figure 6.27 shows the result of the experiment using the first rating scenario, 
and Figure 6.28 the second. To simulate the effect of relationship in Figure 6.28 the 
experiment was conducted such that for some SPs (SP2, SP4, and SP6) lower than 
expected perception on A\ caused low QoS ratings on A2.
The experiments were conducted in such a way that all SPs can meet requested 
expectations (i.e., E(Ai) = 0.8 and E (A 2) = 0.3), thus all SPs should stand an equal 
chance of being selected. In Figure 6.27 it can be seen that the results are as ex­
pected, i.e., all SPs have been selected. This result suggests that both algorithms 
produce a similar service selection pattern and thus are equally effective. However,
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in Figure 6.28 the case is quite different with the introduction of relationships. The 
Range-based assessment converges to only selecting from SP1,SP3 and SP5. This is 
because the Range-based assessment overlooks the fact tha t certain ratings in the 
rating repository may reflect users perception on related QoS attributes. The Range- 
based assessment penalizes SP2, SP4, and SP6 because it is unable to identify and 
reject ratings that are not relevant to a QoS assessment request, as such it disadvan­
tage many SPs, even when they are capable of meeting the user’s expectations. The 
Fuzzy-based assessment, however, does not suffer from this problem and performs 
as expected. That is, it gives all SPs a chance of being selected overtime. So, both 
the Fuzzy-based and Range-based QoS assessment are equally viable approaches to 
service selection where services’ QoS attributes are independent, but, Fuzzy-based 
assessment proves to be a better candidate for service selection when relationships 
between QoS attributes exist.
6.5 Summary
This chapter has presented experimental results tha t validates the theoretical 
concepts proposed in this thesis. It has been shown that the expectation based 
approach can lead to more meaningful ratings on services in QoS assessment, thereby 
establishing the validity of this approach in determining more appropriate service 
selection decisions.
We have experimentally demonstrated tha t our expectation based approach allows 
QoS ratings to be dynamically generated by matching expectations from historical 
QoS data with that of SRs expectations. As a result, a personalized QoS assessment
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is established for the SR. This is in contrast to the non-expectation based approach 
which returns a fixed QoS verdict, implying that different SRs would all agree with 
this fixed assessment. By producing ratings for SRs on a case by case basis, our 
approach produce ratings tha t are meaningful to and will be agreed by the individual 
SRs.
We have also experimentally demonstrated that our service selection process is able 
to accurately identify and adapt to changes in delivered QoS. Using our approach, 
services that provide constant QoS get selected often, while services, whose delivery of 
QoS deteriorates, are rejected often in the selection process. In contrast, the results of 
the non-expectation based approach shows tha t it disadvantages many services from 
selection, even when they are capable of meeting SRs expectations.
We also experimentally compared our Range-based and Fuzzy-based QoS assess­
ment for service selection using multiple attributes, where; (i) the attributes are inde­
pendent, that is they are not related to each other, and (ii) the attributes are related. 
The results demonstrate that, in case of the independent attributes both algorithms 
produce a similar service selection pattern and thus are equally effective. However, in 
presence of relationship among the attributes, the Range-based assessment disadvan­
tages many services even when they are capable of meeting SRs expectations. This is 
because it is unable to identify related attributes, and thus is unable to select/reject 
ratings appropriately tha t are relevant to a QoS assessment request. Whereas, the 
Fuzzy-based assessment results in selection of all services that meets SRs expecta­
tions, and thus, proves to be a better candidate for service selection in presence of 
related attributes.
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Overall, the empirical evaluation highlights the ability of our expectation based 
approach to perform better than non-expectation approach, since it enabled con­
sumers to identify which services are most reliable, and which are best avoided based 
on their past performances. Thus, we successfully met the aims in the hypothesis 
specified in Section 1.1.
Chapter 7
C onclusion and Future Work
7.1 Research Summary
The SOC paradigm has offered a great potential for creating a marketplace where 
autonomous trade can be facilitated between service providers and service consumers 
using a dynamic service discovery and selection process. The common technique to 
facilitate service discovery is based on functional matching of service requests with 
service advertisements. Current approaches do not consider service selection after 
service discovery, and it is assumed that the service consumer will be satisfied with 
any of the discovered services. Such a mechanism has some serious limitations if the 
true potential of an SOC-powered e-commerce environment is to be realized. It is now 
well accepted in SOC research tha t non-functional aspects such as QoS are equally 
important to consider in selection. Although studying QoS in computing research 
is not new, research in QoS so far has mostly considered this aspect, from the low 
level resource optimization point of view, for example network bandwidth and CPU
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allocation. In an open marketplace, QoS also needs to be studied at the application 
level. This will help SRs discover and select SPs that will best meet their QoS require­
ments. There are three major issues concerning incorporating of QoS into the SOC 
paradigm. First, QoS needs to be represented using flexible and extensible schemas 
that allow SPs to describe their QoS offerings along with a technical description that 
allows SRs to specify their QoS requirements. Second, a mechanism to register and 
discover services with QoS constraints is needed. Third, there is a need to establish a 
mechanism for QoS assessment that can accurately rank services for user. This thesis 
has addressed these three issues with positive results.
7.2 Research Contributions
The thesis addresses key issues in incorporating QoS into a service-based environ­
ment, namely, QoS-aware specification of service advertisements and requirements, 
discovery of services based on specified QoS requirements, and QoS assessment of 
services to support selection among competing services. This thesis has contributed 
to the state-of-the-art of QoS support in service discovery and selection in a broad 
and non domain-specific way. This section describes its main research contributions.
• Development of a QoS incorporated architectural model for SOC: The thesis 
has proposed a QoS model tha t supports the requirements of a QoS-aware 
e-commerce facility in an SOC environment. These requirements ensure QoS- 
awareness during the whole e-commerce life-cycle, namely representing QoS, 
discovering suitable services, and dynamically assessing QoS based on a SRs 
expectations. We demonstrated the applicability of our model using a VO
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formation application which mirrors service discovery and selection in the real 
world.
•  Development of QoS incorporated service description for service discovery. Al­
though there exist many approaches to service description, such as WSDL and 
UDDI, they do not provide support for incorporating QoS information in the 
description. There is no standard for representing QoS information, especially 
when expressing service requirements and advertisements for the purpose of 
service discovery. Some approaches exist tha t represent QoS in service descrip­
tion, but these techniques are either domain-specific or not relevant to service 
discovery. This thesis proposed a quality schema, which is at the core of our 
service discovery framework. All components involved in the service discovery 
process such as requesters, providers, discovery agent, and advertisement repos­
itory apply and utilizes this quality schema. The proposed schema is simple to 
use, fully extensible, and standard conforming. These properties of the schema 
are due to the use of DAML-S semantics, which enable the addition of new QoS 
parameters with little or no change in the service discovery component (i.e., 
the YP agent). In addition, the schema also supports representation of a wide 
variety of QoS attributes, from service independent attributes such as response 
time and availability to domain specific attributes such as frame rate for a mul­
timedia domain. The schema provides a framework which allows addition of 
any domain specific or customised properties in a format that is simple and 
interpretable by humans.
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• Development of the YP agent to support QoS-aware service discovery: Often 
in a service-based environment, many services exist that provide the required 
functionality but having different levels of QoS. Moreover, not all QoS param­
eters are of the same importance to a service requester. This necessitates a 
mechanism to incorporate QoS into service discovery process that takes into 
account the desired and offered levels of QoS. This thesis proposed a YP agent 
that is capable of discovering the most suitable service advertisements based 
on the SRs functional and QoS requirements. The advertisements and require­
ments are described using the QoS schema and is processed by the YP agent 
for autonomous service discovery.
•  Development of the QoS agent for QoS assessment: Most other QoS models 
incorporating service selection studies have been developed in the context of 
optimizing certain parameters, such as completion time, for a chain of services. 
Some approaches exist based on calculating trust and reputation to assist con­
sumers in service selection. However, these systems are constructed without a 
formal QoS model. Most of these systems are based on building a rating sys­
tem which calculates trust or reputation of a SP without much regard to the 
context or reasons behind the collected user ratings. This thesis proposed an 
approach to performing QoS assessment that is firmly rooted in the popular and 
well accepted findings from business studies about using the context behind QoS 
rating. In particular, our approach makes explicit the importance of users expec­
tations in making meaningful QoS assessment. Based on the expectation-based 
approach, we have presented two QoS assessment algorithms, that formulate
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a personalized QoS assessment for an SR. The personalized QoS assessment is 
made based on selecting only the ratings that have similar expectations to that 
which the service requester expects. We have demonstrated the effectiveness 
of our QoS assessment approach in service selection using a simulated dataset. 
Our experiments show that the proposed approach can lead to more meaningful 
ratings on services - enabling SRs to make more appropriate service selection 
decisions.
7.3 Research Directions
The thesis has focussed on incorporating QoS into service discovery and selection 
in an SOC environment. There are several more extensions possible to the QoS based 
service discovery framework. One of them is to perform a Web service orchestration, 
i.e., to find a chain of different services necessary to execute a Web service workflow. 
In this thesis we modelled a single YP agent to which all SRs communicate the 
service discovery requests. It will be an interesting challenge to consider the case 
where multiple YP components, either distributed or working as a cluster, are used, 
and study how they may collaborate, especially if we allow each YP component to 
have its own local domain service and quality ontologies.
Motivated by the idea of expectation, we derive a QoS rating dynamically at the 
time of assessment, using only the ratings that meet a certain context. This ap­
proach to searching for users tha t share similar likes and dislikes, is closely related 
to the increasingly active area of recommendations in social networking (e.g., Movie- 
Lens [67], iLike [80]). We intend to study different aspects of similarity assessment
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based on social networking models, to develop an integrated approach to providing 
a way to handle QoS assessment failures, i.e., when no QoS information with similar 
expectations is available.
We considered the collection of QoS ratings from users based on the assumption 
that the information provided is reliable and trustworthy. When untrustworthy/ma­
licious users are present in the system, problems may arise for the rating calculator. 
Enhancing the rating collector to verify ratings by detecting deceitful users, is another 
area of research to be undertaken.
In our implementation of the rating calculator we experimented with several algo­
rithms for QoS assessment tha t take the reasons behind a user’s rating into account. 
It would be interesting to investigate if it is possible to share such contextual QoS 
information among other rating assessment agencies (e.g., eBay, Amazon, and epin- 
ions) to exploit a wide variety of mechanisms/algorithms for QoS rating calculation. 
Based on this we could study, if a combination of QoS ratings produced from different 
QoS assessment algorithms can be better than our current method.
The QoS perspective adopted in this thesis is a rather conformance-centric one, 
and is useful mainly from the QoS assurance point of view. That is, we implicitly 
assume that if we choose a service that has a maximum conformance quality for a 
consumer, then the service will be appreciated by the consumer, regardless of who 
the consumer is. In practice, however, this may not be the case. Quality is highly 
related to consumer satisfaction. For example, while the majority of people may not 
mind missing one news update between 2-5am due to some system failure, hence still 
consider that the service has good conformance quality in terms of reliability, taxi
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drivers who are on night shifts might view it differently. So, for a QoS assessment 
system to be truly useful, the challenge is to investigate a consumer-centric QoS 
model. The expectation based QoS approach we suggested here is general enough to 
support the exploration of such a model.
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A ppendix A  
M edia A pplication  Schema
This Appendix shows the media application schema.
i < ?xm l v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 "  e n c o d i n g = " I S O - 8 8 5 9 - 1 "  ?>
<!DOCIYPE rdf: R D F >
3 <rdf :R DF x m l n s  :rdf=" h t t p  : / /www . w3 . o r g / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 - r d f - s y n t a x - n s # "  
x m l n s : r d f s = " h t t p : / / w w w . w 3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f - s c h e m a # "
5 x m l n s :s e r v i c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  j a n 0 5 /  
o n t o l o g i e s / s e r v i c e # "  
x m l n s  : p r o f  i le="  h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e  s e a r c h / c o n o i  s e  /  j a n 0 5 /  
o n t o l o g i e s / p r o f i l e # "
7 x m l n s : q u a l i t y =" h t t p  : / /  www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e  s e a r c h / c  o n o i  s e  /  j a n 0 5 /  
o n t o l o g i e s / q u a l i t y # "  
x m l n s : p a c k a g e = "  h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e  s e a r c h / c o n o  i  s e  /  j a n 0 5 /  
o n t o l o g i e s / p a c k a g e # "
9 x m l n s :p r o d u c t = "  h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac  . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 /
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o n t o l o g i e s / p r o d u c t #" 
x m l n s  :med ia=" h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac  . u k / r e  s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  j a n 0 5 /  
o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # " 
x m l  :bas e=" h t t p  : / / www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k /  r e  s e a r c h /  c o n o i s e / j  anO 5 /  
o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # " >  •
< r d f s :  C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M e d i a " >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / p r o d u c t # P r o d u c t " / >
< /  r d f s : C l a s s >
< r d f s : C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p :  / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # C o m m u n i c a t i o n ">
< r d f s :  s u b  C l a s s  O f  r d f :  r e s o u r c e - '  h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M e d i a "  / >
< / r d f s : C l a s s >
< r d f s :  C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p :  / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # P h o n e C a l l s  ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / / www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j  anO5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # C o m m u n i c a t i o n "  / >
< /  r d f s : C l a s s >
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< r d f s : C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # T e x t M e s s a g i n g  ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p :  /  /www. c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # C o m m u n i c a t i o n "  / >
< / r d f s :C l a s s >
< r d f s : C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p : / /  www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M u l t i m e d i a " >
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p :  / /www. c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M e d i a "  / >
< /  r d f s : C l a s s >
< r d f s :  C l a s s  rdf:  a b o u t = "  h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e  s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # H t m l C o n t e n t  ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p : /  /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M u l t i m e d i a "  / >
< / r d f s : C l a s s >
< r d f s : C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p : / / w w w  . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # V i d e o C o n t e n t  ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p :  / /www. c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M u l t i m e d i a "  / >
< /  r d f s  : C 1 a s s >
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C r d f s :  C l a s s  r d f :a b o u t = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M o v i e C o n t e n t  ">
C r d f s :  s u b  Cl  a s s  O f  r d f :  r e s o u r c e - 1 h t t p : / / w w w . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # V i d e o C o n t e n t " / >
< /  r d f s : C l a s s >
Crdf:  P r o p e r t y  rdf:  a b o u t = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # h t m l C o n t e n t T y p e ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # H t m l C o n t e n t " / >
C r d f s :  r a n g e  r d f : re  s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M e d i a C a t e g o r y " / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
Crdf:  P r o p e r t y  rdf:  a b o u t =" h t t p  : / /  www . c s . c f . a c . u k /  r e  s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # m e d i a D e s c r i p t i o n  ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : /  /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M u l t i m e d i a "  / >
C r d f s :  r a n g e  r d f : r e s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : / / www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 /  rd f  -  schema#  
L i t e r a l "  / >
< /  rdf:  P r o p e r t y >
Crdf: P r o p e r t y  rdf:  a b o u t = " h t t p  : / / www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # m e d i a S t y l e  ">
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C r d fs  i d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r c e = "  h t t p  : /  /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # V i d e o C o n t e n t " / >
C r d f s : r a n g e  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M e d i a C a t e g o r y " / >
< / rdf:  P r o p e r  t y >
C r d f : P r o p e r t y  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p : / / w w w  . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # n u m b e r O f M o v i e s ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f  : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M o v i e C o n t e n t " / >
C r d f s : r a n g e  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : /  /www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 /  r d f - s c h e m a #  
L i t e r a l "  / >
< /  rdf:  P r o p e r  t y >
C r d f : P r o p e r t y  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p :  / / www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # n u m b e r O f M e s s a g e s  ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # T e x t M e s s a g i n g "  / >
C r d f s : r a n g e  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : /  /www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f - s c h e m a #  
L i t e r a l "  / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
Crdf:Property rdf: about=" h t t p ://w w w .c s .c f .a c .uk/research/conoise/
j an05/ontologies/media#numberOfMinutes ">
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C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : /  /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # P h o n e C a l l s " / >
C r d f s :  r a n g e  r d f : r e s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : / /www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 /  rd f  -  schema#  
L i t e r a l "  / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
C r d f : P r o p e r t y  rdf:  a b  o u t =" h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # s u b s c r i p t i o n T y p e  ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / p r o d u c t # P r o d u c t " / >
C r d f s :  r a n g e  r d f : re  s o u r  ce ="  h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y " / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
Cr df:  P r o p e r t y  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p  : / / www. c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # u p d a t e F r e q u e n c y ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p :  / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # H t m l C o n t e n t " / >
C r d f s :  r a n g e  r d f : r e s o  ur c e = " h t t p  : / /www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f  -  schema#  
L i t e r a l "  / >
< /  rdf:  P r o p e r t y >
Crdf: Property rdf: a b o u t = " http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/research/conoise/
j an05/ontologies/media#bandwidth">
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C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p :  /  /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # M u l t i m e d i a "  / >
< r d f s : r a n g e  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p :  / /  www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k /  r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # B a n d w i d t h C a t e g o r y " / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
< r d f : P r o p e r t y  r d f  : a b o u t = "  h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # f r a m e R a t e ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # V i d e o C o n t e n t " / >
C r d f s : r a n g e  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / / www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # F r a m e R a t e C a t e g o r y " / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
C rdf:  P r o p e r t y  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # s o u n d Q u a l i t y ">
C r d f s : d o m a i n  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e /  j a n 0 5 /  o n t  o l o g i e s / m e d i a #  V id e o  C o n t e n t 11 / >
C r d f s : r a n g e  r d f : r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # S o u n d Q u a l i t y C a t e g o r y " / >
< / r d f : P r o p e r t y >
Crdfs .-Class rdf:about="http://www . cs . cf . ac . uk/research/conoise/
j an05/ontologies/media#MediaCategory ">
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< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r  ce="  h t t p  : / /www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f  -  
s c h e m a # R e s o u r c e " / >
< / r d f s : C l a s s >
< r d f s : C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = " h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o 1 o g i e s / m e d i a # S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y  ">
< r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  rd f :  r e s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : /  /www . w3 . o r g / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f -  
s c h e m a # R e s o u r c e " / >
< / r d f s : C l a s s >
C r d f s : C l a s s  rdf:  a b o u t = " h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # B a n d w i d t h C a t e g o r y  ">
C r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / q u a l i t y # Q u a l i t y " / >
c / r d f s :C l a s s >
C r d f s : C l a s s  r d f : a b o u t = "  h t t p : / / w w w . c s . c f . a c . u k / r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e /  
j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # F r a m e R a t e C a t e g o r y  ">
C r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f  r d f :r e s o u r c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / q u a l i t y # Q u a l i t y " / >
< / r d f s : C l a s s >
Crdfs:Class rdf:about="http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/research/conoise/
j an05/ontologies/media#SoundQualityCategory ">
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C r d f s  r s u b C l a s s O f  r d f : r e s o u r  c e = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / q u a l i t y # Q u a l i t y " / >
< /  r d f s : C l a s s >
< ! —  s a m p l e  " c o n s t a n t "  t e r m s  
— >
< m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # s c i e n c e F i c t i o n "  / >
< m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  r d f : ID = "  h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # h o r r o r " / >
< m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " h t t p  : /  /www. c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # c o m e d y " / >
< m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  r d f  : I D = " h t t p  : / / www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # d r a m a "  / >
< m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  rdf:  ID=" h t t p  : / / w w w . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # d o c u m e n t a r y " / >
133 < m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  r d f :I D = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # n e w s " / >
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< m e d i a : M e d i a C a t e g o r y  r d f :I D = " h t t p  : / /www . c s  . c f  . ac . u k / r e s e a r c h /  
c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # s p o r t " / >
< m e d i a : S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k /  
r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # d a i l y "  / >
C m e d i a :  S u b s c r i p t i o n  C a t e g o r y  rdf:  ID="  h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k /  
r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # w e e k l y " / >
C m e d i a :  S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y  r d f :I D = " h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k /  
r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # m o n t h l y " / >
C m e d i a : S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " h t t p  : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k /  
r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j a n 0 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # q u a r t e r l y " / >
C m e d i a : S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " h t t p : / /www . c s . c f . a c . u k /  
r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j  anO5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # b i a n n u a l " / >
C m e d i a : S u b s c r i p t i o n C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " h t t p :  / / www. c s . c f . a c . u k /  
r e s e a r c h / c o n o i s e / j a n O 5 / o n t o l o g i e s / m e d i a # a n n u a l " / >
149 C m e d i a : B a n d w i d t h C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " k b p s l 0 2 4 "  / >
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< m e d i a : B a n d w i d t h C a t e g o r y  r d f : ID=" k b p s 5 6 " / >  
< m e d i a : B a n d w i d t h C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " k b p s 4 4 " / >  
< m e d i a : F r a m e R a t e C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " f p s 2 4 "  / >  
< m e d i a : F r a m e R a t e C a t e g o r y  r d f :I D = " f p s l 2 " / >  
< m e d i a : F r a m e R a t e C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " f p s 6 " / >  
< m e d i a : S o u n d Q u a l i t y C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " d o l b y 5 _ l " / >  
< m e d i a : S o u n d Q u a l i t y C a t e g o r y  r d f : I D = " m o n o " / >  
< / r d f : R D F >
